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Summary of Proceedings

On behalf of the Canadian Condominium Institute, it is my pleasure to welcome you to the City of
Regina and to our first symposium in western Canada: The Symposium, “HUMAN RIGHTS ARE
EVERYONE’S RESPONSIBILITY”.
Human Rights issues are of significant and increasing concern in Canadian society as a whole. This is
at least equally so in relation to condominiums specifically. Today you will hear speakers who are
knowledgeable in Human Rights issues, the enforcement of Human Rights Codes and in dealing with
Human Rights issues in the context of condominiums. The issues will be addressed from the differing
perspectives of academia, practice before Human Rights Commissions, the work place experience and
the administration of condominiums. Our keynote address will provide a further perspective from the
experience of Community Associations in the United States.
The goal of the Symposium is to provide thoughtful research and debate on Human Rights issues
through written and oral presentations. This will be augmented by panel discussions and open questions from those in attendance. The goal should be easily attained, as the presenters today are some of
the leading minds in this arena. We hope that this Symposium will encourage continued dialogue on
Human Rights issues fundamental to the creation and administration of healthy condominiums across
the country.
The Canadian Condominium Institute’s slogan is “The Voice of Condominium”. This Symposium will
serve to promote the high standards for education and research for which CCI stands. I would like to
thank our presenters today and also give a special thanks to Barry Scott for serving as our Moderator
and to Deborah Howes for organizing the panel of speakers. I would also like to thank Jim MacKenzie
for his promotional efforts on our behalf.
I hope you will find the Symposium enjoyable, informative and thought provoking. We thank you for
your continued support of CCI’s educational initiatives.

Don Peter
Chair, CCI-National Human Rights Symposium Committee
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WHAT ARE THE HUMAN RIGHTS ISSUES FOR CONDOMINIUMS:
ARE WE PREPARED?
By Karen Busby, Professor of Law, University of Manitoba.

I. Introduction
A. My objectives include identifying potential human rights claims in a condominium context, especially conflicting claims made by owners or residents and describing, in broad strokes, some of the
responses to those claims. This presentation is to set the foundation for the other presentations you
will hear today.
B. To achieve these objectives, I will give you a
1. Basic introduction to human rights law.
2. Introduce the grounds upon which can someone make a human rights complaint.
3. Discuss the exemptions some condominiums corporations may be able claim regarding human
rights law and the concepts of “reasonable accommodation”.
4. However the starting point has to be a recent Supreme Court of Canada case were the Court
dealt with a human rights claim in a condominium context.
II. Syndicat Northcrest v. Amselem (2004) SCC
A. In 2004, the Supreme Court of Canada (SCC) released its decision in the Syndicat Northcrest case
and, as this case is about a clash between the religious rights of some condominium owners and the
aesthetic concerns of the others, it is an important case for us to start our discussion today.
(Technically this case is not a human rights case because it went directly to court and not through a
human rights commission. But the legal principles established, at least for our purposes, are the
same regardless of the forum were the case was heard.) More information about the case is in
Appendix A.
B. The Place Northcrest condominium complex was described as “very luxurious”, “upscale buildings
whose co-owners have a marked interest in maintaining their harmony an aesthetic value”. All coowners were required to sign a declaration of co-ownership wherein, amongst other things, they
agreed not to alter any common property including exclusive use common property such as balconies, unless the alteration was approved by the Board.
C. Four owners were Orthodox Jews and, while not all Orthodox Jews held strictly to this belief, these
owners all sincerely believed that they were required to live in a small tent-like temporary hut (a
“succah”) for nine days during the religious festival of Succot. Each owner set up a succahs on
their balconies without having obtained permission from the Board, as required by the condominium by-laws. The owners were asked to take the succahs down and, when they refused, the condominium corporation sought a court order requiring that they be taken down.
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D. The owners had agreed to ensure that the succahs posed no safety or security risks and to ensure
that they conformed as much as possible with the general aesthetics of the building. The condominium corporation had offered to permit the owners to share a communal succah set up in the
interior courtyard during the Succot festival but the Court found that this offer was not an adequate
alternative.
E. Some important points to be taken from the Syndicat Northcrest case for our purposes:
1. Genuine religious belief. Religious beliefs sincerely held, asserted in good faith, without
capriciousness or artifice, must be respected. Religious rights claimants must show that a
contractual or legislative provision interferes with their religious beliefs in a manner that is
more than trivial or insubstantial. The Court found that it was irrelevant that not all Jews, or
even all Orthodox Jews, believed that they had a religious obligation erect a succah. All that
matter was that these four owners genuinely believed that they were bound to such an obligation.
2.

Considering competing rights and interests. When rights collide, the scope of the protect
right “will depend on the nature, legitimacy and strength of the competing interests at stake in
a given case”. Once a claimant has established an interference with religious rights, it is
necessary to “consider how the exercise of their right impacts upon the rights of others in the
context of the competing rights of individuals. Conduct which would potentially cause harm to
or interference with the rights of others would not automatically be protected.”
a. “Security concerns if soundly established, would require appropriate recognition in ascertaining any limit on the exercise of the appellants’ religious rights”. However the Court went on to
find that the appellants had agreed to set up the succahs in such a way that they would not pose
any threats to safety or security.
b. The Court held that concern for property values or aesthetic concerns are unlikely to
“trump” anti-discrimination laws unless the impact is significant and can be established
through evidence. On the specific facts of this case, the SCC found that the condominium
corporation had failed to prove that the succahs would cause any decrease in property values
and that the potential annoyance of having a few succahs erected for nine days “would
undoubtedly be quite trivial.” At Court stated in paragraph 87 of the judgment that:
In a multiethnic and multicultural country such as ours, which accentuates and advertises
its modern record of respecting cultural diversity and human rights and of promoting
tolerance of religious and ethnic minorities — and is in many ways an example thereof
for other societies —, the argument of the respondent that nominal, minimally intrudedupon aesthetic interests should outweigh the exercise of the appellants’ religious freedom
is unacceptable. Indeed, mutual tolerance is one of the cornerstones of all democratic
societies. Living in a community that attempts to maximize human rights invariably
requires openness to and recognition of the rights of others. In this regard, I must point
out, with respect, that labelling an individual’s steadfast adherence to his or her religious
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beliefs “intransigence”, as Morin J.A. asserted at para. 64, does not further an enlightened
resolution of the dispute before us.
3.

The Court also held that the proposed accommodation of a communal succah was not
sufficient because the claimants established that such use would lead to “extreme distress”.

4.

The SCC also stated that it was doubtful that one could “waive” or sign away their right to
religious freedom. It went on to say that the waiver argument could not be maintained in this
case in any event because:
a. The succahs could have been approved by the board (there was no absolute prohibition against
enclosures).
b. Waivers must be voluntary and here the owners had no choice but to sign the declaration of coownership. “It would be insensitive and morally repugnant to intimate that the [owners]
simply move elsewhere if they took issue with a clause restricting their freedom of religion.”
c. At a minimum, waiver of a fundamental right like freedom of religion must be explicit and
clear.

5.

The Court split in this case with five judges signing the judgment summarized above. Four
judges dissented from this opinion and would have found, among other things, that alternatives were available (use of the communal succah or celebrating with family); that the safety
concerns were well-founded; that aesthetics restrictions designed to preserve and enhance
value were important and the owners should be bound to the condominium by-laws and should
have determined whether their religious needs could have been met before moving in.
Because the split in the Court was so close (5-4), this judgment is not strong and could be
overturned or modified in subsequent judgments.

III.Introduction to Human Rights Law
A. All Canadian provinces and territories and the federal government have passed human rights codes
and these codes are very similar in terms of the kind of conduct they cover and the processes used
for realizing the objects of the legislation.
B. Prohibition against Discrimination. The object of human rights codes is to prohibit discriminating in the provision of goods, services and housing and in employment on the grounds (like sex,
ethnicity and religion) that are set out in the code. There are slight (or, sometimes, significant)
variations among Canadian jurisdictions about the scope of protection, the prohibited grounds of
discrimination and the exceptions.
C. Application to condominiums.
1. With the possible exception of Alberta, human rights codes apply to the purchase of condominiums and to the activities of condominium corporations. Most human rights codes specifi-
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cally prohibit discrimination in real estate contracts. (See the provisions set out in Appendix
B). Additionally, other legislation (such as The Law of Property Act in Manitoba) effectively
prohibits restrictions on the “sale, ownership, occupation or property on a discriminatory
basis”.
2.

These laws were originally intended to prohibit or restrict the use of a real property device,
called a “restrictive covenant” that was used quite extensively in some jurisdictions in the
early to mid 20th century to prohibit the sale of lands within sub-divisions to Jewish people or
members of racial minorities. In Re Drummond Wren (1945) (Ontario High Court), it was
held that a restrictive covenant prohibiting the sale of property to “Jews” was void for uncertainty. Saskatchewan was the first Canadian jurisdiction to pass a law explicitly stating that
everyone had the right to “purchase” and “to lease, rent and occupy any lands...and every
estate therein” without discrimination.

3.

Today, anyone who can afford it, can purchase a condominium. Condominium corporations
cannot restrict ownership or occupancy or discriminate amongst owners on prohibited grounds
unless these restrictions are clearly permitted by legislation. (Thus, for example, some jurisdictions specifically permit 55 plus condominiums or discrimination on the basis of “family
status” (that is, against families with minor children.)
a. In Ganser v. Rosewood Estates (2001) (Alberta Human Rights Panel), the condominium
corporation’s argument that human rights law did not to condominium affairs apply was
rejected by the AHRP. (This case concerned a by-law restricting indoor parking assignments to
drivers who used their vehicles regularily.) The tribunal stated that “it would be hard to imagine that the legislature did not intend that the thousands of people who live in condominiums
are to be denied the protection of human rights legislation based on their choice of residence.”
b. In Williams v. Strata Council No. 786 (2003) (British Columbia Human Rights Tribunal), it
was stated that there is a public relationship between an owner and a condominium corporation in that the corporation provides a variety of services (in this case, entry and intercom
services) to owners. Such services must not be provided in a discriminatory manner.

4.

Are Condominiums Like Private Clubs?
a. A recent British Columbia case (Marine Drive Golf Club v. Buntain et al (2007) (BCCA)) held
that private clubs, like golf clubs, are not bound by human rights laws, if they have a private
selection process to accept new members (and they do not extend an invitation to the general
public to join) and they exist primarily for social and not economic purposes. Because the
Marine Drive Golf Club had a complex process for approving new members, the court held
that is was, in essence, a private club, and therefore a human rights laws (in this case prohibiting discrimination on the basis of sex) did not apply to their operations. Therefore the club
could exclude women from certain amenities if they wished.)
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b. Owning an interest in a condominium complex is fundamentally about economic rights (a
contract for an interest in real property) and cannot be described as primarily a social interest.
Condominiums do not have memberships policies around who can be an owner and, in any
event, legislation in most if not all Canadian jurisdictions expressly forbids discrimination in
the disposition of real property interests and in occupancy requirements. The reasons for
establishing condominiums are not akin to why we establish private social clubs and do not
(and cannot unless the human rights codes specifically provides) have clearly defined and
formal processes for determining who is eligible for membership. In contrast if someone
wanted to start a bridge club at a condominium, they would be free to determine membership
(based on prohibited grounds (like women only)) because such an organization is fundamentally social activities not economic interests.
5.

The Alberta exception?
a. In Condominium Plan No.931 0520 v. Smith (1999) (Alberta Queen’s Bench) a condominium
corporation had changed its by-laws to prohibit occupancy by anyone under 45. They then
advised owners that their 20-something year-old son, for whom the owners had specially
modified a part of their unit to accommodate the son’s chronic illness, would have to move.
The owners’ claim to human rights protection on the basis of age discrimination was rejected
because the court held that the word “accommodation” in s.4 of the Alberta act did not include
condominiums. This case suggests that condominiums by-laws in Alberta are not subject to
human rights laws.
b. In my opinion, this reasoning in the Smith case is not sustainable and the case has not been
followed in subsequent cases in other jurisdictions. The Smith case was not referred to in the
later Ganser case (described above), which is also from Alberta and interprets the same legislation. But, nonetheless the Smith case remains as a case that supports that assertion that the
human rights law has limited application in the condominium context in Alberta.

D. Human rights codes are often described as “quasi-constitutional”, which means that they have
paramountcy over any other laws and, except in unusual circumstances, parties cannot contract out
of human rights codes. As well, it means that such laws are to be interpreted in a liberal and purposive manner in order to advance its broad underlying policy considerations. As a result, protected
rights are to receive broad interpretation, while exceptions and defences are narrowly construed.
What do these principles mean in the condominium context?
1.

All human rights codes have provisions similar to this provision in the Alberta act: s.1(1)
Unless it is expressly declared by an Act of the Legislature that it operates notwithstanding this
Act, every law of Alberta is inoperative to the extent that it authorizes or requires the doing of
anything prohibited by this Act.

2.

Provisions in condominium legislation on governance, declarations, by-laws, etc, seem to give
a lot of power to boards to decide how a condominium will function and what the internal
rules of that condominium will be. However because human rights codes have paramountcy,
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they “trump” the provisions in the condominium legislation including provisions that might
suggest that a condominium board can do what it wants limited only by, say an “oppressive
conduct” limitation.
3.

If the legislation does permit exceptions, such as a “reasonable and bona fide” reason to
discriminate, the reason must be substantial and supported by evidence. (Note that in the
Syndicat Northcrest case and many of the other cases discussed below it was up to the condominium to establish, by credible evidence, that it had significant safety or property value
concerns and the condominium corporation lost the case because it did not provide this evidence.)

4.

Moreover, as we saw in the Syndicat Northcrest case, because no one can contract out of their
human rights, it will not be a defence to a human rights complaint for a board to say, “but they
knew what the by-laws were when they moved in”. In other words, a board practice or policy
that is inconsistent with human rights law is not enforceable even if the owner or resident sign
a statement agreeing to abide by condominium by-laws or regulations before moving in.

IV. Grounds for making a human rights complaint
A. All human rights codes set out the prohibited grounds of discrimination. Grounds vary slightly
from jurisdiction to jurisdiction but typical grounds include sex, gender, sexual orientation, family
status, race, ethnicity, Aboriginal status, disability, religion, age and political preference.
B. While the list of grounds is lengthy and quite comprehensive, it does not include every possible
form of discrimination. For example, condominium corporations are free to discriminate against
large dog lovers, rock band musicians, people who think Christmas decorations should be enjoyed
year round and home-based garlic-loving caterers because none of these activities or occupations
enjoy protection under a human rights code.
C. So let me give some examples of how human rights claims might be made in a condominium
context. This list may seem alarmingly long, so please remember that I have said “might”.
1. Complaints based in religious belief might arise if
a. Religious beliefs constrain modes of transportation. For example, some Jewish people may
require a “Sabbath elevator” (see Epstein v. York Condo Corporation 67 (2003) (Ontario
Human Rights Tribunal)) The elevator is programmed so that it stops automatically at every
floor as it ascends and descends and thus observant Jews do not have to “cause” its movement.
b. Some religious groups abhor dogs and therefore conflicts could arise in buildings that permit
pet ownership especially in high rise apartments were elevator use is essential.
2.

Age and family status issues might arise if, for example., the condominium regulations do
not permit children or require that occupants are of a minimum age or have age based restrictions on the use of facilities, see Leonis v. Metro Toronto Condominiom corporation No.741
(1998) (Ontario Board of Inquiry); French v. York Condominium Corporation 473 and 362
(2000) (Ontario Human Rights Tribunal) (procedural issue only). (See Appendix B for provincial variations on this rule.)
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Various disability issues might arise. These issues will be the most difficult ones for condominium corporations. Here are some examples:
a. While pet lovers do not enjoy protection, as pet lovers, under human rights laws, those who
require service animals, such as seeing eye dogs, are protected.
(1) In Waterloo North v. Condominium Corporation No.198 v. Donner (1997) (Ont), the
court held that a deaf person could keep a hearing dog notwithstanding a general prohibition in the condominium by-laws on the keeping of any animals.
(2)

In Waterloo North v. Condominium Corporation No.186 v. Weidner (2003) (Ont) the
court rejected the owner’s claim to keep a dog on the grounds that she would suffer
more severe depression if not allowed to keep a dog because the medical evidence
presented did not establish a link between owing a dog and alleviating depression.

b. The cleaning products used by the maintenance staff cause a severe allergic in one owner.
c. A traditional ringing fire alarm will not be heard by a profoundly deaf person.
d. An older building might not be barrier-free or a newer building may not maintain best practices.
e. Someone with a progressive physical disability might require increasing assistance from the
door staff or a preferential parking spot. Ganser v. Rosewood Estates Condominium.
Corporation.(2002) (AHRP).
f. Someone with a progressive mental illness, especially a form of dementia like Alzheimer’s
disease, might cause disturbances, like fire alarms or create significant risks.
4.

Harassment. Most human rights codes also prohibit harassment if that harassment is based
on a prohibited ground. Complaints have been filed against condominium corporations
alleging that staff or board members harassed owners based on prohibited grounds such as
race (Epstein v. York Condominium Corporation. No.67 (procedural issue only)); or family
status (French v. York Condominium Corporation No. 473 and 362 (procedural issue only)).

5.

Retaliation and reprisal. Most human rights codes provide that any retaliations or reprisals
taken against a complainant provide an additional and separate basis for a human rights complaint.

V. Exemptions to Human Rights Law
A. As already noted, there are variations from province to province on specifically permitted forms of
discrimination. For example, as set out in Appendix B, some human rights code permit family
status discrimination, others do not; some permit over-55 age restrictions, others do not; some
provide for preferential treatment of people with disabilities, etc.
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B. As a general rule (subject, of course, to the specifics in each human rights code), discrimination is
permissible if it is “reasonable and bona fide” or “reasonable and justified” in all the circumstances.
VI. “Reasonable Accommodation” and Undue Hardship
A. In the Grismer case (BC v. BC (1999)) the Supreme Court of Canada set out the test for determining
how to approach reasonable accommodation in service provision cases.
B. First the complainant must establish a standard or policy or practice is discriminatory. Note that it
is not necessary to show that the makers of the policy had a discriminatory intention. Indeed, quite
often, the policy will be adopted to achieve some other purpose. The complainant need only establish that the policy is discriminatory in its effect. Many of the examples set out above of potential
discrimination will satisfy this first step.
C. Then respondent (that is, the condominium corporation), must establish that
1. The policy was adopted for a purpose that is rationally connected to the function being
performed. In other words, why is the policy is place and with the policy, in fact, achieve its
objectives? Common rationales include safety, aesthetics, cost, efficiency or quiet enjoyment.
2.

The policy was adopted in good faith, in the belief that it is reasonably necessary for the
fulfillment of the purpose or goal. Here it is useful to ask: what other approaches to the problem were considered that do not have a discriminatory effect? If a reasonable alternative
exists, that the discriminatory rule or policy will not be bona fide.
a. If you take one pearl of wisdom away from today, this should be it: human rights complaints
can often be avoided if the parties work together to examine reasonable alternative
approaches.
b. For example, Munsch v. York Condominium Corporation. No.60 (1998) (Ontario Board of
Inquiry) concerned a policy that required all pool users to shower at a pool side shower before
entering the pool. Although the shower had been erected so as to be wheelchair accessible, the
board of inquiry ordered that M. and other wheelchair users be permitted to shower in their
own units unless there was good reason to believe that they did not shower, because “good
sense and good judgment” dictated that these people “subjectively believe it safer to do so and
are more comfortable with this approach.”

3.

The policy is reasonably necessary to accomplish its purpose or goal, in the sense that the
defendant cannot accommodate persons with the characteristics of the claimant without
incurring undue hardship. “The point of undue hardship is reached when reasonable means
of accommodation are exhausted and only unreasonable or impractical options for accommodation remain.” (Council for Canadians with Disabilities v. Via Rail (2007) (SCC)). In most
situations, the difficult issue will be the third one. So let’s examine it a bit more:
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a. The Supreme Court of Canada had stated that it is “a cornerstone of human rights jurisprudence that the duty to take positive action to ensure that members of disadvantaged groups
equally benefit from services offered to the general public is subject to the principle of “reasonable accommodation: which means to the “point of undue hardship”. Undue hardship
implies that there may be necessarily some hardship in accommodating someone’s disability,
but unless that hardship imposes an undue or unreasonable burden, it yields to the need to
accommodate.” (Eldridge 1997 (SCC)).
b. “Undue hardship” depends on the factors relevant to the circumstances and the legislation
governing each case. While the issue should be approached with common sense and flexibility, the case law is clear that undue hardship “imports an element of near impossibility to do
more.” Some factors to consider include:
(1) Cost. This factor arises in many, but not all, cases.
(a) The size of the respondent’s enterprise and the economic conditions confronting it are
relevant. Some questions that can be asked include: is there capacity to shift and
recover costs through other operations? Is external funding available? When the
building was built or alterations made were accessibility enhancing alternatives used?
Will the cost change the essential character of the enterprise?
(b) But, and many cases fail on this point, speculative or impressionistic assessment of
cost, without more, is not sufficient to base an argument of undue hardship.
(2)
(3)

Impossibility.
“Sufficient risk” to safety. In the Williams case, the strata council had concerns about
building security after a break-in and vandalism of storage lockers. To alleviate the risk
it placed a timer on the “buzz-in” entry system and required all owners to personally
meet guests at the front door between 8pm and 8am. The complainant was an elderly,
mobility restricted women with many serious health complaints. She could not travel to
the front door and she was concerned about access by home care workers and emergency medical personnel. The tribunal found that the policy discriminated against the
complainant by failing to accommodate her physical disability. In particular it noted
that:
(a) requiring the complainant to rely on her neighbours was “wholly inadequate” as a
form of accommodation.
(b) the evidence did not establish that breaches of building security were connected to
time of day and therefore there was no basis for concluding that changing this policy
would place the other residents at unacceptable risk.
(c) the strata council only stated that the cost of video monitoring was too expensive.
However it failed to present evidence of actual cost or whether it was without the
financial means to address the problem this way.
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Application of the Principles: Two Case Studies

A. Here are two situations where human rights complaints were made against condominium corporations by owners. Do you think that these complaints would be successful based on the principles
described above?
1.

Ganser v. Rosewood (2001) (AHRP) The owner had been assigned an indoor parking spot
when she moved in years ago. She no longer drove a car but her spot was used by caregivers
and visitors because there was very little public parking. The corporation, in response to the
demand for more indoor spaces, passed a policy requiring that anyone assigned an indoor
parking space have a valid driver’s license and a car that they, personally, used on a regular
basis. (There was evidence that some owners used the spaces for storage only or that they
rented out the space.)
a. Does the impugned policy discriminated on a prohibited ground in intent or effect?
b. Does the policy have a rationale connection to its objective? Was it adopted in good faith, in
the belief that it was reasonably necessary for the fulfillment of a particular purpose or goal?
(What other alternatives were considered and why were they rejected?)
c. Will the condominium corporation or other owners incur undue hardship if the claimant is
accommodated?

2.

Leonis v. Metro Toronto Condominium Corporation No. 741 (1998) (Ontario Board of
Inquiry). The corporation originally prohibited any children from using the pool and then later
changed the policy to permit usage by children between the ages of 4 and 15 between 10:30
and 1.
a. Does the impugned policy discriminated on a prohibited ground in intent or effect?
b. Does the policy have a rationale connection to its objective? Was it adopted in good faith, in
the belief that it was reasonably necessary for the fulfillment of a particular purpose or goal?
(What other alternatives were considered and why were they rejected?)
c. Will the condominium corporation or other owners incur undue hardship if the claimant is
accommodated?
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Appendix A: Headnote from Syndicat Northcrest v. Amselem et al, 2004 SCC 47
[headings added]
The appellants A, B, K, and F, all Orthodox Jews, are divided co-owners of units in luxury buildings in
Montréal. Under the terms of the by-laws in the declaration of co-ownership, the balconies of individual units,
although constituting common portions of the immovable, are nonetheless reserved for the exclusive use of
the co-owners of the units to which they are attached. The appellants set up “succahs” on their balconies for
the purposes of fulfilling the biblically mandated obligation of dwelling in such small enclosed temporary huts
during the annual nine-day Jewish religious festival of Succot. The respondent requested their removal,
claiming that the succahs violated the by-laws, which, inter alia, prohibited decorations, alterations and
constructions on the balconies. None of the appellants had read the declaration of co-ownership prior to
purchasing or occupying their individual units. The respondent proposed to allow the appellants to set up a
communal succah in the gardens. The appellants expressed their dissatisfaction with the proposed
accommodation, explaining that a communal succah would not only cause extreme hardship with their
religious observance, but would also be contrary to their personal religious beliefs, which, they claimed, called
for the setting up of their own succahs on their own balconies. The respondent refused their request and filed
an application for a permanent injunction prohibiting the appellants from setting up succahs and, if necessary,
permitting their demolition. The application was granted by the Superior Court and this decision was affirmed
by the Court of Appeal.
Held (Bastarache, Binnie, LeBel and Deschamps JJ. dissenting): The appeal should be allowed.
McLachlin C.J. and Iacobucci, Major, Arbour and Fish JJ.:
Religious Freedom
Defined broadly, religion typically involves a particular and comprehensive system of faith and worship. In
essence, religion is about freely and deeply held personal convictions or beliefs connected to an individual’s
spiritual faith and integrally linked to his or her self-definition and spiritual fulfilment, the practices of
which allow individuals to foster a connection with the divine or with the subject or object of that spiritual faith.
Freedom of religion under the Quebec Charter of Human Rights and Freedoms (and the Canadian Charter of
Rights and Freedoms consists of the freedom to undertake practices and harbour beliefs, having a nexus with
religion, in which an individual demonstrates he or she sincerely believes or is sincerely undertaking in order
to connect with the divine or as a function of his or her spiritual faith, irrespective of whether a particular
practice or belief is required by official religious dogma or is in conformity with the position of religious
officials. This understanding is consistent with a personal or subjective understanding of freedom of religion.
As such, a claimant need not show some sort of objective religious obligation, requirement or precept to invoke
freedom of religion. It is the religious or spiritual essence of an action, not any mandatory or perceived-asmandatory nature of its observance, that attracts protection. The State is in no position to be, nor should it
become, the arbiter of religious dogma. Although a court is not qualified to judicially interpret and determine
the content of a subjective understanding of a religious requirement, it is qualified to inquire into the sincerity
of a claimant’s belief, where sincerity is in fact at issue. Sincerity of belief simply implies an honesty of belief
and the court’s role is to ensure that a presently asserted belief is in good faith, neither fictitious nor capricious,
and that it is not an artifice. Assessment of sincerity is a question of fact that can be based on criteria
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including the credibility of a claimant’s testimony, as well as an analysis of whether the alleged belief is
consistent with his or her other current religious practices. Since the focus of the inquiry is not on what others
view the claimant’s religious obligations as being, but what the claimant views these personal religious
“obligations” to be, it is inappropriate to require expert opinions. It is also inappropriate for courts rigorously
to study and focus on the past practices of claimants in order to determine whether their current beliefs are
sincerely held. Because of the vacillating nature of religious belief, a court’s inquiry into sincerity, if anything,
should focus not on past practice or past belief but on a person’s belief at the time of the alleged interference
with his or her religious freedom.
Freedom of religion is triggered when a claimant demonstrates that he or she sincerely believes in a practice
or belief that has a nexus with religion. Once religious freedom is triggered, a court must then ascertain whether
there has been non-trivial or non-insubstantial interference with the exercise of the implicated right so as to
constitute an infringement of freedom of religion under the Quebec (or the Canadian) Charter. However, even
if the claimant successfully demonstrates non-trivial interference, religious conduct which would potentially
cause harm to or interference with the rights of others would not automatically be protected. The ultimate
protection of any particular Charter right must be measured in relation to other rights and with a view to the
underlying context in which the apparent conflict arises.
Was Religious Freedom Infringed?
Here, the impugned stipulations in the declaration of co-ownership infringe upon the appellants’ freedom of
religion under s. 3 of the Quebec Charter. The trial judge’s approach to freedom of religion was incorrect. First,
he chose between two competing rabbinical authorities on a question of Jewish law. Second, he seems to have
based his findings with respect to freedom of religion solely on what he perceived to be the objective
obligatory requirements of Judaism, thus failing to recognize that freedom of religion under the Quebec (and
the Canadian) Charter does not require a person to prove that his or her religious practices are supported by
any mandatory doctrine of faith. Furthermore, any incorporation of distinctions between “obligation” and
“custom” or, as made by the respondent and the courts below, between “objective obligation” and “subjective
obligation or belief” within the framework of a religious freedom analysis is dubious, unwarranted and unduly
restrictive. On the issue of sincerity, the trial judge correctly concluded that the appellant A sincerely believed
that he was obliged to set up a succah on his own property. The appellants K and F submitted expert evidence
of their sincere individual belief as to the inherently personal nature of fulfilling the commandment of
dwelling in a succah. Such expert testimony, although not required, suffices in positively assessing the
sincerity and honesty of their belief. Lastly, the interference with their right to freedom of religion is more than
trivial and thus, leads to an infringement of that right. It is evident that in respect of A the impugned clauses
of the declaration of co-ownership interfere with his right in a substantial way, as a prohibition against setting
up his own succah obliterates the substance of his right. In the case of K and F, they have proven that the
alternatives of either imposing on friends and family or celebrating in a communal succah as proposed by the
respondent will subjectively lead to extreme distress and thus impermissibly detract from the joyous
celebration of the holiday. In any event, there is no doubt that all the appellants sincerely believe they must
fulfill the biblically mandated obligation, perhaps not of setting up one’s own succah, but of “dwelling in” a
succah for the entire nine-day festival of Succot. Although the declaration of co-ownership does not overtly
forbid the appellants to dwell in a succah — in that they are free to celebrate the holiday with relatives or in
a proposed communal succah —, the burdens placed upon them as a result of the operation of the impugned
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clauses are evidently substantial. Preventing them from building their own succah therefore constitutes a nontrivial interference with and thus an infringement of their protected rights to dwell in a succah during the
festival of Succot.
Competing Interests
The alleged intrusions or deleterious effects on the co-owners’ rights to peaceful enjoyment of their property
and to personal security guaranteed by ss. 6 and 1 respectively of the Quebec Charter are, under the
circumstances, at best minimal and thus cannot be reasonably considered as imposing valid limits on the
exercise of the appellants’ religious freedom. The respondent has not adduced enough evidence to conclude
that allowing the appellants to set up such temporary succahs would cause the value of the units, or of the
property, to decrease. Similarly, protecting the co-owners’ enjoyment of the property by preserving the
aesthetic appearance of the balconies and thus enhancing the harmonious external appearance of the building
cannot be reconciled with a total ban imposed on the appellants’ exercise of their religious freedom. The
potential annoyance caused by a few succahs being set up for a period of nine days each year would
undoubtedly be quite trivial. Finally, the appellants’ offer to set up their succahs in such a way that they would
not block any doors, would not obstruct fire lanes and would pose no threat to safety or security obviated any
security concerns under the circumstances. In order to respect the co-owners’ property interests, however, the
appellants should set up their succahs in a manner that conforms, as much as possible, with the general
aesthetics of the property.
Waiver
Whether one can waive a constitutional right like freedom of religion is a question that is not free from doubt.
However, even assuming that an individual can theoretically waive his or her right to freedom of religion, a
waiver argument, or an argument analogous to waiver, cannot be maintained on the facts of this case. First,
the prohibitions can properly be construed as falling under s. 9.3 of the declaration of co-ownership, which
does not absolutely prohibit, but rather, simply requires soliciting the consent of the co-owners to enclose one’s
balcony. Second, the appellants did not voluntarily, clearly and expressly waive their rights to freedom of
religion. They had no choice but to sign the declaration of co-ownership if they wanted to reside at that
complex. It would be both insensitive and morally repugnant to intimate that the appellants simply move
elsewhere if they take issue with a clause restricting their right to freedom of religion. Further, there is no
evidence that the appellants were aware that signing the declaration amounted to a waiver of their rights to
freedom of religion. Not only would a general prohibition on constructions, such as the one in the declaration
of co-ownership, be insufficient to ground a finding of waiver, but arguably so would any document lacking
an explicit reference to the affected Charter right.
Dissenting judgments by Bastarache, Binnie, LeBel and Deschamps JJ. omitted.
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APPENDIX B: EXCERPTS FROM HUMAN RIGHTS LAWS IN WESTERN CANADA
BRITISH COLUMBIA HUMAN RIGHTS CODE
Discrimination in the Purchase of Property
s.9 A person must not [note that the words “without reasonable and bona fide justification” do not appear
here as they do, for example, in the previous section on the provision of goods and services]
(a) deny to a person or class of persons the opportunity to purchase a commercial unit or dwelling unit
that is in any way represented as being available for sale,
(b) deny to a person or class of persons the opportunity to acquire land or an interest in land, or
(c) discriminate against a person or class of persons regarding a term or condition of the purchase or
other acquisition of a commercial unit, dwelling unit, land or interest in land
because of the race, colour, ancestry, place of origin, religion, marital status, physical or mental disability,
sexual orientation or sex of that person or class of persons.
Note that “family status” and “age” are not on this list and British Columbia case law has interpreted this
section to permit strata corporation to make age and family status related distinctions, see, for example,
Drummond v. Strata Plan NW2654 (2004) (BCSC).
Exemptions
s.41 If a charitable, philanthropic, educational, fraternal, religious or social organization or corporation that
is not operated for profit has as a primary purpose the promotion of the interests and welfare of an identifiable
group or class of persons characterized by a physical or mental disability or by a common race, religion, age,
sex, marital status, political belief, colour, ancestry or place of origin, that organization or corporation must
not be considered to be contravening this Code because it is granting a preference to members of the
identifiable group or class of persons.
ALBERTA HUMAN RIGHTS, CITIZENSHIP AND MULTICULTURALISM ACT
s.4 No person shall (a) deny to any person or class of persons any goods, services, accommodation or facilities
that are customarily available to the public, or (b) discriminate against any person or class of persons with
respect to any goods, services, accommodation or facilities that are customarily available to the public, because
of the race, religious beliefs, colour, gender, physical disability, mental disability, ancestry, place of origin,
marital status, source of income or family status of that person or class of persons or of any other person or
class of persons.
s.11 A contravention of this Act shall be deemed not to have occurred if the person who is alleged to have
contravened the Act shows that the alleged contravention was reasonable and justifiable in the circumstances.
SASKATCHEWAN HUMAN RIGHTS CODE
Discrimination in the purchase of property prohibited
s.10(1) No person shall, on the basis of a prohibited ground: (a) deny to any person or class of persons the
opportunity to purchase any commercial unit or any place of dwelling that is advertised or in any way
represented as being available for sale; (b) deny to any person or class of persons the opportunity to purchase
or otherwise acquire land or an interest in land; or (c) discriminate against any person or class of persons with
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respect to any term of the purchase or other acquisition of any commercial unit or any place of dwelling, land
or any interest in land.
(2) Nothing in subsection (1) prohibits discrimination on the basis of age, where such discrimination is
permitted or required by any law or regulation in force in the province.
(3) Nothing in subsection (1) prohibits the sale, the offering for sale or the advertising for sale of a place of
dwelling for occupancy by persons over 55 years of age exclusively.
Discrimination in occupancy of commercial unit or housing accommodation is prohibited
11(1) No person, directly or indirectly, alone or with another, or by the interposition of another shall, on the
basis of a prohibited ground: (a) deny to any person or class of persons occupancy of any commercial unit or
any housing accommodation; or (b) discriminate against any person or class of persons with respect to any
term of occupancy of any commercial unit or any housing accommodation.
(2) Subsection (1) does not apply to discrimination on the basis of the sex of a person with respect to housing
accommodation, where the occupancy of all the housing accommodation in a building, except that of the owner
or the owner’s family, is restricted to individuals who are of the same sex.
(3) Subsection (1) does not apply to discrimination on the basis of the sex or sexual orientation of a person
with respect to the renting or leasing of any dwelling unit in any housing accommodation that is composed
of not more than two dwelling units, where the owner of the housing accommodation or the owner’s family
resides in one of the two dwelling units.
(4) Nothing in subsection (1) prohibits the renting or leasing, the offering for rent or lease or the advertising
for rent or lease, of any housing accommodation for occupancy by persons over 55 years of age exclusively.
Discrimination prohibited in contracts
s.15(1) No person shall, in making available to any person a contract that is offered to the public: (a)
discriminate against any person or class of persons on the basis of a prohibited ground; or (b) include terms
in the contract that discriminate against a person or class of persons on the basis of a prohibited ground.
MANITOBA HUMAN RIGHTS CODE
9(1) In this Code, “discrimination” means....(d) failure to make reasonable accommodation for the special
needs of any individual or group, if those special needs are based upon any characteristic referred to in
subsection (2).
Discrimination in purchase of real property
s.17 No person shall discriminate with respect to (a) the purchase or other lawful acquisition of, or the
opportunity to purchase or otherwise lawfully acquire, any residence, commercial premises, or other real
property or interest therein that has been advertised or otherwise publicly represented as being available for
purchase or acquisition; or (b) any term or condition of the purchase or other lawful acquisition of any such
property or interest; unless bona fide and reasonable cause exists for the discrimination.
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MANITOBA LAW OF PROPERTY ACT
Prohibition on covenants
7(1) Every covenant which, but for this section, would be annexed to and run with land and which restricts
the sale, ownership, occupation or use of land because of the race, nationality, religion, colour, sex, sexual
orientation, age, marital status, family status, physical or mental handicap, ethnic or national origin, source
of income or political belief of any person is void.
Exception re elderly persons
7(2) Nothing in subsection (1) prohibits a covenant which restricts the sale, ownership, occupation or use of
land in a manner consistent with the maintenance of the land primarily or exclusively for elderly persons.
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HUMAN RIGHTS COMMISSIONS: THE STATUTORY PROCESS
Mickey Woodard, Q.C.,
MacPherson Leslie & Tyerman LLP –
former Senior Counsel to Saskatchewan Human Rights Commission, Saskatoon, SK

(The views expressed in this paper are entirely my own and do not represent the
opinions or policy of the Saskatchewan Human Rights Commission)

The Big Picture
A. Human Rights Legislation
As you will hear from other speakers, when we talk of human rights, in the legal sense, we are referring to the right not
to be discriminated against on the basis of certain protected grounds such as ancestry, gender, disability, age, religion,
family status, and sexual orientation. Put in a positive way, we all have the right to share equally in the benefits and
opportunities that are, in the broadest sense of the word, publicly available. When we apply for a job or look for a seat
in a restaurant, or search for a condo unit, we know we may not get what we want, but we know we have the same right
as any other citizen or resident to seek out these things without being discriminated against because of any of the grounds
enumerated above and others. These rights are established and enforced through human rights legislation. Each provincial, territorial and federal jurisdiction has a human rights act which applies in their area of jurisdiction.
Human rights are not free standing in the sense that we do not have an absolute right to equal benefits and opportunities in every possible situation. If I decide not to invite you to my birthday party it does not matter what the reason, I
can do that. Human rights legislation deals only with specific areas of activity. Generally speaking, those areas might
be described as employment; public services including both the optional such as restaurants and theatres, and the essential such as health services, education and public transportation; shelter, including both the right to purchase and to rent;
and the right to join publicly supported organizations, such as Unions and professional regulatory bodies. These areas
are already heavily regulated. Human rights legislation is another layer of regulation that spreads over these areas of activity and supersedes the specific regulations in the area. It is paramount legislation and where there is a conflict with other
provisions, the human rights provisions prevail.
Human rights protections may also supersede what might otherwise be regarded as private contracts and arrangements
if they are made in one of these public areas of activity. For example, the courts have stated that human rights provisions constitute the bottom line of all collective agreements.1 They are included in every collective agreement. Since
this proposition was established, courts have widely considered human rights provisions to be embedded in all contracts
of employment even outside the unionized setting. The question then arises as to whether the same will hold true when
negotiating condominium contracts. One case, which many will be well aware of, has already said as much.2 Much of
what we may describe as the finer points of human rights law do not come from the legislation at all, but from the Courts.
For example, concepts such as harassment and reasonable accommodation arise regularly in human rights cases. An
employer (for example) must not harass or allow its employees to harass, and it must accommodate its employee’s special needs. These concepts were not established by legislative enactment, but by Courts interpreting what it means to
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discriminate. As time marches on, more jurisdictions have included specific provisions dealing with such matters
(Manitoba, for example), but others have not (Saskatchewan). In either case, harassment and a failure to accommodate
have been held to be discriminatory activity and the decisions of judges and adjudicators continue to play a major role
in how these concepts are legally interpreted.
One important point that comes out of the case law is that human rights legislation is to be given a large liberal interpretation, calculated to achieve the objectives that are intended. In one sense this is no more than the modern rules of
statutory interpretation require with respect to all legislation. But what gives this proposition special meaning in relation to human rights is its fundamental importance. Human rights legislation was first labelled as “quasi-constitutional” in nature by Lamer, J., as he then was, in Insurance Corporation of British Columbia v. Heerspink.3 That label and
the impact it has on the interpretation of human rights legislation has been repeated many times. Note the comments of
McIntyre, J. in O’Malley v. Simpsons-Sears4, the famous case that first established the duty to accommodate:
Legislation of this type is of a special nature, not quite constitutional but certainly more than the
ordinary — and it is for the courts to seek out its purpose and give it effect. The Code aims at the
removal of discrimination. This is to state the obvious. Its main approach, however, is not to punish the
discriminator, but rather to provide relief for the victims of discrimination. It is the result or the effect
of the action complained of which is significant. If it does, in fact, cause discrimination; if its effect is
to impose on one person or group of persons obligations, penalties, or restrictive conditions not
imposed on other members of the community, it is discriminatory. (Emphasis added.)
The corollary of the above liberal interpretation is that exceptions to human rights protections will be interpreted very
narrowly.5
As the above quote also indicates, a very important aspect of a human rights violation is that it is not necessary to prove
that a person or organization intended to discriminate. The goal is not to punish an offender but to ensure that every person, irrespective of their personal characteristics enjoys equality of opportunities and benefits. If the effect of a rule, practice or conduct is to impose restrictions because of one of the protected characteristics, then it is discriminatory despite
what was intended. This means that a person can cause, and be legally responsible for, discrimination and not realise
it at the time.
These “big picture” concepts impact greatly on the approach one must take when dealing with human rights. But before
discussing that impact it is useful to understand the agencies that administer this legislation.
B. The Human Rights Commissions
Human rights commissions are the administrative bodies that enforce human rights provisions. They are constituted under
the same legislation that establishes human rights protections. Every jurisdiction in Canada has one, including the federal jurisdiction and all of the provinces and territories, the one exception being British Columbia. These commissions
are similar to other regulatory agencies but they are given a special mandate in promoting human rights. For example,
the role of the Alberta Human Rights Commission is stated to be (in part):
(a)

to forward the principle that all persons are equal in: dignity, rights and responsibilities without
regard to race, religious beliefs, colour, gender, physical disability, mental disability, age, ancestry, place of origin, marital status, source of income or family status, …

(c)

to promote an environment in which all Albertans can participate in and contribute to the cultural, social, economic and political life of Alberta,
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to encourage all sectors of Alberta society to provide equality of opportunity…6

Many agencies do have a mandate to promote their own goals. For example, a highway traffic board may be mandated to promote road safety. But when enforcing their legislation, the restrictions and prohibitions are usually straight-forward. For example, “You cannot go over 60.” Unless conditions are highly abnormal, a highway traffic board officer
can usually refer to a predetermined speed limit set in regulations, even if they are the body that establishes the regulations. Human rights commissions have a more ambiguous role. Unless the discrimination is very direct (for example,
employment is intentionally denied to a person because of that person’s gender), they must determine what constitutes
discrimination within the context of promoting a quasi-constitutional right to equality. And they must do so in the context of each individual case. The highway traffic example would be analogous if every time a highway traffic officer
observed a moving automobile he or she had to consider all of the conditions in order to determine whether the driver
should get a ticket for travelling at an unsafe speed. Too ambiguous you might say. But that is precisely the type of determination that a human rights commission must make when considering whether “reasonable” accommodation is possible or whether the hardship caused by attempting accommodation would be “undue.”
Furthermore, while human rights commissions may be experts in human rights and perhaps the special needs of certain
groups such as women or disabled individuals, they are not experts in the areas in which they operate such as housing,
employment or public services. A residential tenancies office is expert in enforcing home rental contracts, an employment standards branch is expert in the conditions of employment, a labour relations board is expert in the area of collective agreements in the unionized setting. But a human rights commission operates in all of these areas of employment, housing and industrial relations with its more general expertise in human rights. It does not have as its prime
concern the public policy issues involved in ensuring that one area or another of public activity is functioning smoothly. It is concerned with ensuring that all those areas function in a way that respects the right to equality.
This is not to say that human rights commissions are blind to other regulatory needs. The fact that they can only enforce
the duty to accommodate to the point of “undue hardship” establishes that they must take these needs into account.
However, when examining the motivation of commission activities it is important to understand their primary focus and
that they do not necessarily have an understanding or an interest in the specific areas that they regulate except from a
human rights perspective.
Human rights commissions are administrative bodies, as opposed to adjudicative bodies, although there are differences
in terminology and process from one jurisdiction to another. Saskatchewan follows a model that is typical of those established in a number of other jurisdictions. The Saskatchewan Commission receives complaints under The Saskatchewan
Human Rights Code.7 It determines whether a complaint meets threshold criteria and, if it does, it will attempt to settle the complaint, investigate the merits and gather evidence. If the complaint is determined to have no merit it will be
dismissed. If the complaint is found to have merit and is not settled, or if the complainant does not accept the
Commission’s decision to dismiss, the complaint can be referred to the Saskatchewan Human Rights Tribunal. The
Tribunal is a completely separate statutory body comprised of a chair and 6 panel members. When a case is referred to
the Tribunal, the Chairperson appoints one of the panel members to sit to hear the case. The Tribunal is an adjudicative
body that writes decisions just like a court. It can order compensation and its orders can be enforced as court orders. If
a complaint is referred to a Tribunal, the role of the Commission, through its lawyer will be to present the case in substantiation of the complaint. Not every human rights commission operates precisely in this way, but every commission
in Canada provides free legal support to a complainant when a complaint is adjudicated.
In all jurisdictions, a key component is that the administrative function is completely separate from the adjudicative function in order to ensure impartiality. In Manitoba, the Commission performs approximately the same role as
Saskatchewan’s Commission in administering human rights complaints. While there is no Tribunal, as such, there is a
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panel of adjudicators appointed by order-in-council. When a case must be adjudicated the panel members are appointed in straight rotation, provided that the panel member is not prevented from acting for some other reason. In Alberta,
the administrative and adjudicative functions are handled by the commission under one roof. However, the two functions are still separated. The administration of a complaint is managed by a commission director and her staff. She has
the power to dismiss a complaint or request a hearing by the Commission. If she dismisses the complaint, the complainant
can have the matter reviewed by the Chief Commissioner who may direct a hearing. A hearing is conducted by one of
the Commissioners appointed by the Chief Commissioner, except that the Chief Commissioner cannot appoint himself
to adjudicate if he has conducted a review. The commissioners do not play a role in the handling of complaints and the
director plays no role in the adjudication except, as in Saskatchewan and Manitoba, she instructs her legal staff in presenting the complainant’s case.8 British Columbia has a unique system. It is the only jurisdiction in Canada that does
not have a commission at all, but only has an adjudicative tribunal.9 However, the tribunal performs some of the functions of a commission in that it provides physical locations where complaints can be filled, it performs some initial
screening and it will attempt to settle a complaint through mediation. Beyond that complainants in BC must rely on a
lawyer to perform the other functions normally performed by a commission, such as marshalling the necessary evidence
and presenting the case before a tribunal. However, like other jurisdictions the public purse does provide funding for
lawyers to perform this role. (British Columbia’s system will be described in further detail below.)
c) Conclusions about Big Picture
Human rights law is not like other law. It protects quasi-constitutional rights to equal benefits in society. This means that
it will over-ride legislation and agreements between parties. When considering what human rights law requires, the first
tendency may be to go to the legislation and other provisions that apply most directly, such as condominium legislation
or condominium association bylaws. The initial assumption might be that if those provisions have been complied with
there cannot be a human rights violation. But this is not necessarily the case. Those who followed the Anselem Case10
will know that even when requirements or restrictions seem to be clear and agreed to by all association members, if the
result of imposing the restriction is to discriminate against some then, whether this is intended or not, it will still violate human rights provisions.
Because discrimination does not have to be intended, when a problem does arise that seems to be related to personal characteristics such as religion, disability, or any other protected characteristic, it may be unclear whether there is a human
rights violation. This is particularly so, given that the Courts have mandated a broad, liberal interpretation of what the
concept of equality, or non-discriminatory treatment, requires. Guidance can be sought from a human rights commission office. But that office will only be able to give you general answers about what seems to be required by the law.
Commission are also subject to rulings by tribunals and courts. In fact, if a commission were to tell you that your actions
were discriminatory, you might want to disagree and let the matter be adjudicated. The Amselem Case also illustrates
that alleged victims of discrimination may have the power to go directly to court no matter what a commission says.
At the same time simply because someone has a problem does not mean that there has been a human rights violation.
While human rights principles will apply to condominiums from a number of aspects, not every restriction or limitation that has a discriminatory effect will necessarily be actionable. For example, a disabled member of a condominium
association may experience barriers within their own living unit. This will probably not be the responsibility of the association. With some exceptions, human rights legislation prohibits associations from restricting who can purchase
condo units, but it does not make the condo association responsible for what’s inside the unit. What is required is an open
mind and a willingness to explore what areas might be covered and what might constitute discrimination.
It is also worth noting that with respect to any particular issue a human rights commission might be as uncertain as you
whether any particular problem could constitute a violation of their legislation. If someone has walked through their door
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thinking that their rights have been violated, the Commission is likely confronting a situation that is problematic for the
individual and that is generating some emotions, perhaps anger, frustration and feelings of stress. In that context, the
staff will be expected to apply a large liberal interpretation of their legislation that forwards the proposition that all persons are equal in dignity and rights and that encourages all sectors of society to provide equality of opportunity.
The Process: How Commissions React
The Saskatchewan Human Rights Code contains procedures that are typical although not identical to the procedures that
are followed across the country. To understand how a commission reacts to an alleged human rights complaint it is useful to follow the Saskatchewan Code process. As a general rule commissions do not get involved in human rights issues
on their own initiative. They administer a complaint driven system. In almost every instance, if you are hearing from
a commission it is because someone is complaining to them that their rights have been violated. To envision how the
process works it is useful to have some sense of the types of complaints individuals may take to commissions.
A complaint may focus on different legal entities, which are labelled “respondents”. As we know, a condominium is made
up of individual owners, an association which operates through its board, and often a building manager, which could
be an individual, perhaps even one of the owners, or a corporation. Complaints could be filed against any of these parties in various circumstances. Individuals may be liable either for their own decisions or because they are the persons
who have performed certain acts on behalf of the association or management company. Remember that discrimination
may be, but need not be, bigoted action by someone who does not like certain groups of people. Systems and decisions
can have a discriminatory effect.
Individual owners may discriminate as landlords, if they impose discriminatory rental conditions on a tenant. For example, there could be a situation where an owner rents to a disabled individual and, in order to ensure accessibility, is
required to make renovations. As a general rule, proprietors who fail to make the built environment accessible to disabled persons discriminate on the basis of disability. The board could become involved if the approval of the association is necessary to renovate. And it could be liable if it denies permission for the renovations, even if it is acting for good
reasons under its bylaws. The board could also be involved if common areas require accessibility renovations such as
the widening of doorways to allow for wheelchair passage. A second owner could be involved if an accessible parking
stall is required. The assignment of parking stalls might be the responsibility of the board, but the situation could be complicated if another unit owner has a right of possession to the only accessible stall. The right to that particular stall may
even be a factor in the value of the other owner’s unit. The owners, board and a building manager will all have to move
carefully to ensure that rights are properly balanced.
As the Amselem case, supra11 demonstrates, a condominium board might also violate human rights legislation by enforcing bylaws that appear benign but which have a discriminatory effect on the basis of religion. In this case the association, or syndicat, attempted to enforce a bylaw which prohibited decorations, alterations and constructions on balconies.
This is a rule that could attract criticism and debate among owners, but it would not normally attract a human rights complaint. In this case, some unit owners in this syndicat, who were members of the Jewish faith, wanted to construct small
tent-like structures called “succahs,” on their balconies on a Jewish religious day for the purpose of fulfilling a biblically mandated obligation. The effect of enforcing the bylaw was to discriminate against those Jews who felt bound by
their religion to adhere to this obligation.
Another possible violation may arise with respect to children. Within certain restrictions, condominium associations may
restrict the ownership of their units to seniors. However, a condominium association of “adults” that is not restricted to
seniors, would probably be discriminating on the basis of “family status” if it sought to prevent families with children.
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Another question that might arise is what constitutes the quiet enjoyment of premises. Pungent odours could emanate
from many types of ethnic cooking into public areas and other units that many will find pleasing but some will find offensive. What one cooks may be inextricably tied to one’s background and therefore restrictions on cooking may be seen
as discrimination on the basis of ancestry. Depending how it is done, one unit owner complaining to another about their
cooking could constitute harassment. Potentially, the condo association or the management company could unwittingly become a party to a complaint either by intervening or for not intervening.
The above cases involve practices, circumstances or values of building occupants, which sometimes clash, and which
in some situation involve human rights. But Condo Associations may also be employers or may engage the services of
employers. If the managing director of an association board sexually or otherwise harasses the person hired to shovel
snow, the individual harasser and the board may well both bear liability as employers. A management company may discriminate on the basis of gender if it terminates a female employee because she is taking a maternity leave. The association may also be liable as the ultimate employer. A manager or an association may be liable for discrimination on the
basis of disability if they fail to grant a leave of absence to a maintenance person who needs to have an operation.
It is not clear in any of the above situations, except for the Amselem Case, which has already been to Court, whether the
circumstances do or do not constitute a violation of human rights legislation. Others will describe in more detail what
has actually been found to be a human rights violation. For my purposes here, these examples illustrate the types of situations that are commonly brought to commissions.
The Saskatchewan Process
If a person complains to the Saskatchewan Commission that Saskatchewan’s Code has been violated, a number of steps
will be followed: intake, diversion, mediation, investigation, determination, and litigation. With respect to each of these
steps the respondent will be dealing with Commission personnel and not the complainant, although the complainant may
also be involved in the process and will certainly have a say in the outcome. This is not to say that commissions disallow informal solutions between complainants and respondents. But complainant’s themselves do not manage the
process or initiate any of the steps.
The process has characteristics of a civil procedure in that it may appear that the Commission is representing the complainant in the pursuit of civil remedies, much as a lawyer would on behalf of a client. One reality that respondents do
have to accept is that the entire process is provided to the complainant without cost. Complainants can retain their own
lawyers to represent them, but because of the presence of trained Commission personnel who carry the case forward,
most complainants forgo this cost. On the other hand, a respondent may be very well advised to be represented by legal
counsel. It can sometimes be frustrating for respondents to deal with what appears to them to be intransigent, rigid complainants, who are bearing no costs, while their own costs continue to mount.
The down side for the complainant is that the Commission process is slow and outside of their control. They cannot direct
the course of the investigation or instruct the Commission lawyer as to how they want the case presented. Provided the
Commission agrees with them as to the nature of the violation and appropriate remedies, they will get free advocacy
for what they want. But there can often be disagreement and the Commission is under no obligation to accept instructions. In fact, the Commission dismisses approximately 50% of the cases that are analyzed after an investigation is completed. This is a misleading statistic because many of what may be the most meritorious complaints are mediated or settled before an investigation is complete. But it does indicate that the Commission is governed by its own counsel and
does not automatically accept the position of the complainant.
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However things may appear, the process is intended to be an impartial one and in my experience usually is, albeit in the
context of eradicating and compensating for discriminatory activity. There will be liberal interpretations of the legislation and creative approaches to identifying discriminatory activity, but the Commission staff are required to perform
their job tasks impartially. An important point to remember is that a complainant who is demanding and unreasonable
is likely just as hard for the Commission staff to deal with, as it is for the respondent. But it is also important to remember that the fact that some persons are rigid and unreasonable does not establish that they have not had their rights violated. Commission staff can be important partners in seeking a reasonable solution in such a situation.
At each one of the stages there will be opportunities for a respondent to takes steps to deal with a problem in a way that
minimizes the impact of the complaint. Note that I am not suggesting ways that human rights can be minimized or avoided. But a complaint is a legal conflict and we can do without them. Legal conflict often results in some negative consequences even for the victor. It is those consequences that need to be minimized and sometimes the best way to do that
will be to implement human rights requirements to an even greater extent than is required by law. A good example of
this is the fact that many large employers now have policies against personal harassment without limiting the prohibition to just those protected characteristics covered by legislation. The overall goal is to come out of the end of this process,
having learned something, having recognized rights where appropriate, having balanced the other needs of the organization and having developed better procedures to avoid future violations of rights, all in a manner that conserves financial and human resources.
Intake
When an individual takes a problem or concern to the Commission, the first stage is to determine whether the facts, as
alleged by the complainant, if proved, could constitute a violation. Under the Saskatchewan Code this is referred to as
“reasonable grounds.” In most cases the assumption will be that what the complainant is saying is true, because the
Commission is just trying to determine if there could be a violation. The actual facts will be determined at a later stage,
usually during the investigation, if the complaint gets that far. The Commission’s intake consultant will be primarily concerned with understanding what the complainant is saying that could constitute a violation and ensuring that that is properly reflected in a complaint form. Once the complaint is drafted and signed it will be served on the respondents, usually by registered mail, and the respondents will be asked to provide their version of events in writing, on a Commission
form.
From the Commission’s perspective, when a complaint is signed and sent to a respondent, a complainant has made allegations and those allegations have been communicated to the respondent on the appropriate form for their response. From
a respondent’s perspective, they are being accused by the Commission of discrimination. However, a complaint is not
like an accusation under the Criminal Code or other quasi-criminal legislation where a prosecutor’s office is essentially proceeding with a charge that it thinks it can prove. Even when a civil action is initiated, a lawyer makes allegations
in a statement of claim that he or she believes can be proved. Not so, with respect to a human rights complaint.
From the respondent’s perspective, the complaint may not properly reflect what happened, it may not make sense in light
of the realities of the organization, and it may not name the proper parties. The reason for this relates back to the fact
that the Commission is not an expert regulator in any specific area. The person drafting the complaint may know very
little about condominiums or how they are organized. Furthermore, you will recall that the drafter will be required to
take a broad, liberal approach to the question of what constitutes an employer, agent, or owner. For example, a condo
association may have a complaint against it for discriminating against prospective tenants, when the rental of the units
in question may be entirely the responsibility of the unit owners. Or individual owners may be named because of discriminatory barriers that arise only from restrictions in the association bylaws.
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Once one understands how the Commission views the drafting and serving of a complaint, the proper response should
be to attempt to understand the nature of the problem and to deal with it as informally as possible. After you receive the
complaint you may be able to contact the Commission and explain the situation. In some instances that may be sufficient to deal with the problem. Often the Commission will elect to wait until an investigation takes place before it corrects any irregularities, but particularly where they can be shown that a party has been named that should not have been
they may be convinced to amend the complaint. A respondent should also be alert to the possibility that a complaint can
be resolved informally, particularly if the alleged discrimination is based on rules or practices that have an unintended
discriminatory effect. It may be enough to simply make an exception or the commission may also be convinced that the
rule did not have the effect that the complainant believes.
Diversion
There is no formal aspect of the Commission’s process that is known as diversion. However, the commission does
attempt to be conservative with its resources and will, at any time, consider “deferring” a complaint, which means, holding it in limbo until another process is undertaken and completed. Given the size of its staff, the Commission can only
investigate 100 to 150 complaints per year. And it can only litigate 7 to 10 percent of those. Given that the Commission
gets about 3,000 inquiries a year it simply cannot afford to ignore opportunities to use other processes. This means that
it will take advantage of every reasonable possibility for resolving a complaint outside of its own process. Section 27.1(3)
of the Code states:
(3) The Chief Commissioner may, at any time after a complaint is filed or initiated, defer further action
if another proceeding, in the opinion of the Chief Commissioner, is more appropriate having regard to
the nature of the allegations and the remedies available in the other proceeding.
The complaint is only deferred not dismissed, but it will eventually be dismissed if, in the end, the other proceeding does
deal with the matter appropriately. The diversion process can be initiated simply by writing to the intake consultant and
explaining to her what other process is appropriate. She will then refer the matter to the Chief Commissioner for a decision.
Because of this section, the Commission will usually not allow a complaint to proceed under the Code while the complainant is pursuing another type of action. For example, the Amselem Case was actually an application for a court injunction (to prevent the syndicat from enforcing the discriminatory bylaw). At least in Saskatchewan, the applicants in
Amselem would not have been allowed to proceed with a human rights complaint at the same time.
It should be noted that the section quoted above does not require that the other proceeding must have already been commenced before the Chief Commissioner can order deferral. All that is required is that another proceeding be more appropriate. The definition of proceeding includes, “a proceeding authorized by another Act.” This raises the possibility that
an aggrieved owner who has filed a complaint with the Commission could be required to exercise his or her rights under
the relevant condominium act before proceeding with a complaint.
Mediation
For the same reason the Commission is willing to divert complaints it is enthusiastic about mediation. This is not just
to get out from under the large volume of cases. It is also because a mediated solution to a problem is often the best
course. Whatever the motivation, the Commission puts a lot of time and resources into its mediation process. It has professional mediators on staff and it delays any investigation until the mediation is complete. After a complaint is served
and the response of the respondents is received, a Commission mediator will contact the parties to determine if they are
interested in trying to settle the complaint by agreement.
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The goal of mediation is to recognize the objectives of all parties and to find solutions that fit within of those objectives.
It works particularly well when the complaint relates to rules or practices that have an unintended discriminatory effect.
This is the opportunity that a condo association will have to establish the base line requirements of its organization and
the extent to which it can reasonably accommodate without undue hardship. In terms of the Commission’s approach to
mediation the objectives from the Alberta Human Rights, Citizenship, and Multiculturalism Act Human Rights,
Citizenship, and Multiculturalism Act, quoted above12, must be kept in mind. (The objectives are similar in
Saskatchewan.) In any settlement, the Commission will want to promote equality and encourage all sectors of
Saskatchewan society to provide equality of opportunity. This will usually mean that a settlement will include changes
to policies and procedures to demonstrate to the Commission that steps are being taken to prevent similar problems in
the future. A wise respondent will see this as an opportunity to get free advice on limiting future liability as opposed to
a cross to bear.
Mediation in Saskatchewan is a completely voluntary process. This is not universally true. Some jurisdictions require
the parties to take part in mediation. However, even in those jurisdictions, it is the process that is mandatory not the outcome. Neither party has to agree to any particular result. If they cannot agree, the complaint will be moved to the next
stage in the process, and what was offered and said in mediation is regarded as completely confidential and cannot be
used against a party.
Mediation requires the full cooperation of the parties. For the respondent, if the case is about reasonably accommodating individuals based on special needs, regard must be had to the fact that before the courts will forgive a failure to
accommodate a very heavy onus is placed on the respondent to show that accommodation would lead to undue hardship.13 It will not be sufficient only to show inconvenience. Therefore, in mediation, the question should not be why we
should make the accommodations that are being requested, the question is whether there are good reasons why we cannot do what the complainant is requesting, within our goals and objectives. Putting the question in this way is sometimes
hard for managers who are used to controlling a work-place and for home owners who believe that their condo is their
castle. But in this context we are talking about balancing rights. Although a respondent may sometimes reasonably refuse
a proposed solution, there should always be a good reason for doing so in terms of cost, inconvenience or operational
necessity. “I shouldn’t have to,” is likely not a good reason.
There are several problems with mediation. Because it is a voluntary process a respondent may be faced with a complainant who is making unreasonable demands and, at the same time, the respondent may have good legal advice that
it has not committed a human rights violation. In that situation, it may be appropriate to ask the Commission to conduct
its investigation before mediation is considered. The Commission may find that the complaint is without merit.
Another problem is that a mediated settlement will usually require a payment of compensation. All human rights legislation authorizes a Tribunal to award compensation for injury to feeling and the Commission usually supports complainants in negotiating for such compensation in the mediation process. However, the amount of the compensation may
have to be weighed against the cost of proceeding to litigation.
Investigation
Hopefully, if you have gotten as far as an investigation in the Commission’s process it is because you have a very good
argument that the Code has not been violated. If not, the matter should already be settled. My comments will be directed to how one goes about convincing the investigator that a violation has not occurred. The context will often be that
you are arguing that a discriminatory effect was unintended, and that making special accommodations for the complainant would be an undue hardship. You will be contacted by an investigator to give a statement and you must marshal your best arguments.
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To start with it is useful to recall several aspects of the big picture. First, human rights legislation is paramount. Therefore
an investigator will not be impressed with the argument that you were acting within your authority according to a condominium act. Second, human rights legislation is probably incorporated into your bylaws whether you knew it or not
and the human rights provisions will take precedence. Therefore the investigator will also not be impressed with the fact
that you have been following them. However, bylaws and legislative provisions are usually passed for a reason. You
may be able to show that not following regulations would be an undue hardship. This is not simply because the bylaw
or regulation exists and you should be entitled to follow it. The argument must be that the objective of the regulation
or bylaw is so important, and cannot be achieved in any other way, that not following it would be an undue hardship.
This argument might be particularly effective when the context is the enforcement of public health and safety regulations.
The fact that there is such a strong onus on the respondents to show that they could not reasonably accommodate without undue hardship (if that is their argument) has another important effect. Usually, a respondent cannot meet this heavy
onus unless it has done everything possible to try to accommodate. Therefore, an investigator will often be as interested in process as she is about details. You will want to listen to questions like, “What did you do to try to accommodate?”
“Did you listen to the complainant’s suggestions?” “Did the complainant co-operate with you?” very carefully and
respond in as great detail as you can. One point to remember is that while accommodation is the responsibility of the
respondent, the complainant must show that he or she cooperated fully with attempts to accommodate. A complainant
who has not cooperated, or who insists on a perfect solution, may have lost the right to accommodation. If you tried to
sit down with the complainant to work out a solution and met only belligerence and rigid expectations, you want to be
sure that the investigator knows about that.
Sometimes the nuances of what actually happened will be extremely important. Stories may differ. For example, respondents may have thought that they were explaining why they did not think a solution was possible, to elicit any suggestions the complainant might have. However, the complainant may have heard a blanket refusal to make any changes.
In these circumstances an investigator may have to decide who to believe. To ensure that you are regarded as the most
believable remember the following: Credibility is not just about who is lying and who is telling the truth. Credibility
is also about who can be relied on to observe events accurately, to remember those events, and to be able to recount them
consistently in a number of different circumstances. You want to make sure that before you meet with an investigator
you have thought very carefully about what was said and done so that you can consistently recount your stories. Never
answer a question flippantly. It is very easy to ask a stupid question about an event when you were not there, and sometimes an investigator can ask a stupid question. Such questions should be answered patiently and fully as you are dealing with someone who is trying to decide whether to believe you.
Documents are also extremely important. Make sure you organize all relevant documents before you meet with the investigator, because an organized type of person is probably more precise in their recollection. Furthermore records that exist
from the time that events actually took place provide important backup to your version of the facts. A board minute that
instructs the building manager to look into what solutions might be possible and to make recommendations, goes a long
way toward convincing an investigator that the board was looking seriously at what accommodations could be made.
If there is such a minute you want to be sure the investigator sees it. If you made notes at the time events occurred make
sure the investigator is aware of them.
Finally, there is the human aspect to dealing with an investigator. An investigator has a job to do and you want to ensure
that you are the path of least resistance to getting that job done. Whenever I appear in court, I want to ensure that my
arguments are the easiest to follow, that the cases say what I describe without any deletions, exaggerations or marginal interpretations, that my argument is indexed so that the judge can go quickly and easily to any part. A judge will not
decide in my favour just because of my argument. But a well organized, accurate argument may get more attention and
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be better understood, and that may ensure that the judge does not forget any crucial points in your favour. You want to
treat an investigator the same way. If the investigator is working toward a deadline, she may be tempted to skip over one
of your points that she did not quite understand. Be clear, concise, do not hedge, and provide your materials and story
in an organized way. Make sure you make it easy for the investigator to include in her report every point that is in your
favour.
None of the above tips will help a respondent avoid liability if a complaint has merit. In fact, providing more detail will
give the investigator the proof they need. However, if you have a case worth making, then it is worth making well.
Determination
In Saskatchewan, after an investigation is complete the Chief Commissioner will determine what should be done with
the complaint. Either it will be dismissed, referred back to the investigator or a mediator for further action, or referred
to a tribunal for adjudication. In many other jurisdictions this determination is made by the whole commission, meaning that group of people who are commissioners. In either case, you want to assist the decision makers in deciding to
dismiss the complaint. You can do this by filing a reply to the material you receive from the investigator.
In most jurisdictions, the investigator will submit a report, including an analysis of the facts and law, and recommendations. Usually a copy of this report is provided to the parties for their comments. That does not happen in
Saskatchewan. However, the investigator does prepare a summary of the evidence from each side which is given to the
parties. The parties have a chance to file their response to that summary before a final decision is made. In your response,
you want to make sure that every detail in the summary is accurate, or you want to bring to the Chief Commissioner’s
attention where they are not. You also want to think about the case from the perspective of the Chief Commissioner and
her advisors. Remember that the decision will not be a finding of a Code violation; it will simply be a determination
whether to refer the matter to a tribunal. If there are many details missing that make it impossible for the Commission
to know whether a violation has occurred, the tendency may be to refer the matter on and let the tribunal sort out the
details. Do not avoid the facts. Take them head on. The adjudication process is costly and the outcome uncertain. You
want to fill in the details at this point if that will assist the Chief Commissioner in deciding to dismiss the complaint.
Your response to an investigator’s summary (or in other jurisdictions to the report itself) is the only chance you will have
to influence the person who actually decides whether your case goes forward to adjudication. Therefore your response
should not be confined to just correcting and filling in facts. You want to make sure that the essence of your argument
is also made clear.
In your response, you may want to propose terms of settlement. You will recall that in the mediation process, no settlement can be reached unless the complainant is prepared to agree. The commission mediator may have thought that
the solution you proposed was reasonable, but she cannot force a settlement on one side or the other. The one time that
the Commission can deal with an unreasonable complainant is when a determination is being made whether to refer the
matter for adjudication. One of the reasons the Chief Commission may deny access to a tribunal hearing is if she feels
that a reasonable settlement is available but is being refused. She cannot make the complainant accept a settlement. But
the Commission is too busy to take forward cases where the end result cannot be any better than what has already being
offered. The Chief Commissioner may sometime be convinced to dismiss a complaint based on that fact. You will recall
that everything that is said and offered in mediation is confidential. Therefore a respondent cannot refer to that process.
But that does not prevent the respondent from renewing an offer outside the mediation process. If an offer is made, care
should be taken to ensure that it is not perceived as an admission of liability, but rather as a reasonable solution to assist
all parties in avoiding litigation.
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In Manitoba, the respondent has a statutory right to have the complaint dismissed if a reasonable offer of settlement is
reject. Section 29(2) of their human rights act14 reads:
29(2) Where the Commission does not dismiss a complaint under subsection (1), it may cause mediation to be undertaken between the complainant and respondent in an attempt to settle the complaint,
and…
(b) if the respondent proposes an offer of settlement that the Commission considers reasonable but the
complainant rejects, the Commission shall terminate its proceedings in respect of the complaint.
Even in circumstances where the respondent feels that it has committed no violation, even unintentionally, the
opportunity should not be lost to try to settle as reasonably as possible.
Litigation
Even though mediation is a distinct step in the Commission’s process, I suggested that an offer of settlement could be
made at the determination stage. The same is true once the complaint is referred to a tribunal for adjudication. There are
new opportunities for attempting settlement at this stage because the Commission’s lawyer will now be more directly
involved. This individual will likely be more acutely aware of deficiencies in the Commission’s case given that he or
she is the person who will have to present the case to a tribunal. The very fact that you are dealing with a new person
and someone who has a different and fresh perspective on the complaint should be sufficient grounds for initiating a new
settlement conversation. Likely this will be done through your lawyer at this stage.
If you cannot settle then you must prepare for a hearing before the tribunal. This paper is primarily about understanding and responding to a commission’s reaction to a complaint. In that regard the commission lawyer will have two objectives which must be balanced. On the one hand, the Commission has the obligation to present the case in substantiation
of a complaint. In that regard the commission lawyer can be expected to act like any other litigation lawyer. On the other
hand the Commission still has a duty to act impartially to get all of the evidence out, even evidence that is negative to
the complainant. It is this latter attitude that needs to be encouraged. You want to ensure that the Commission has disclosed its entire case to you. And you want to encourage the Commission lawyer to pursue any other details that they
do not have that might be relevant.
The purpose of questioning a witness under oath is not so that the lawyers can find out what happened. The purpose
is to get answers on the record so that you can promote your theory of what happened to the adjudicator. You do not want
to ask a question unless you are sure that the answer will promote that objective. However, that should not be the attitude of the Commission’s lawyers. They should be willing to ask any questions if the answers will get to the truth.
Assuming, once again, that the reason you are litigating is that you have a very good case within human rights principles, the best way to encourage Commission lawyers to be completely open about their case, is to be completely open
about yours. Intuitively, lawyers do not like to act this way, but it is useful in tribunal proceedings. Also avoid holding
the Commission lawyer to account for the fact that the Commission is taking forward what you regard as a bad case.
Such posturing will get you nowhere, and the result will be that the lawyer will be more defensive, less likely to share
information with you and less likely to take a “let it all hang out” approach to their examination and cross examination
of witnesses.
The same “completely open” attitude should be taken with respect to the case law. Commission lawyers are the
experts in the human rights field. They will not do your research for you, but there is nothing wrong with asking them
what cases they will be relying on and if they know of any cases that are not in their favour. Those questions should elic-
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it an honest answer from a lawyer who is truly interested in a full discussion of the law and not just a win at all cost.
British Columbia
The procedures described above vary somewhat from one jurisdiction to another sometimes in the order things are done.
But every jurisdiction engages in the basic activities of assisting complainant’s to identify human rights violations
(intake), investigation and mediation or other attempts at settlement, deferral to other processes and either dismissal or
adjudication before an independent decision maker. However, British Columbia does have a unique system under its
human rights legislation.15
There is no human rights commission in BC that offers a full range of the services described above. A person who wishes to file a human rights complaint takes their complaint directly to the BC Human Rights Tribunal, the adjudicative body,
in much the same way that a civil litigant would file a statement of claim in Court. However, the Tribunal itself has its
own screening and mediation mechanisms. Furthermore, if a matter does proceed to adjudication before the Tribunal,
legal advice and representation is available through the BC Human Rights Coalition, which is described at its web site
as being “in partnership” with legal aid. In other words, the government still funds legal representation, but directly to
the complainant through legal aid rather than through a commission.
The main distinctions between BC and other provinces appear to be: 1. There is no investigation, although one would
assume that the lawyer taking the case forward would marshal his or her evidence in the same manner as would an investigator, 2. The legal process is through one agency which screens, mediates and then adjudicates complaints, 3. Legal
council is provided directly to and presumably takes instructions directly from the complainant, 4. There is no human
rights agency that actually partakes in the hearing or that oversees the administration of human rights in the province.
These differences relate mainly to the mode of delivery, rather than the services themselves.
It is a matter of considerable debate whether the BC system is better or worse than others. That debate is related more
to outcomes than it is to specific services. It is hard to identify a specific service that is not also provided in BC. For example the BC Tribunal can dismiss a complaint without holding a hearing16, which is approximately the same as a dismissal
of a complaint by the director in Alberta, the Chief Commissioner in Saskatchewan, or the Commission in Manitoba.
The Tribunal can also defer acting on a complaint in favour of another proceeding, and can dismiss a complaint if a complainant refuses to accept a reasonable settlement.17 The main difference, that a respondent in BC needs to be aware of,
is who to go to. At the mediation stage, it is likely to be a mediator at the Tribunal office. If a respondent want to argue
that the complaint should be summarily dismissed as having no reasonable chance of success, an application will have
to be made directly to the Tribunal which will hold a hearing to determine that issue. The rest of the time the respondent will likely be dealing with the complainant’s lawyer.
Conclusions
As I read through my suggestions the most important tip in dealing with human rights commission staff, or anyone, is
to remember that you are dealing with people who have objectives, attitudes, and work responsibilities. Their reaction
to the complaint will be affected by how well you understand their context and react positively to it. There may be a time
to fight, but it is not with an individual that you are looking for positive results from. As much as possible as you go
through the human rights process you want to try to understand what their objectives are and either flow with them or
at least be aware of them when planning your own strategies. It is not useful to promote the absolute rights of your condo
board or owners under your bylaws to Commission staff whose primary objective is to promote equality and human
rights. Instead, acknowledge the paramountcy of such rights, indicate that the rights of the condo owners would have
been set aside if possible, but that it could not be done without creating an undue hardship. Remember you are dealing
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with a mediator who wants to do a good job of mediating and an investigator who wants to do a good job of investigating. Show them as much cooperation as you can and that “best job” might just point toward the outcome that you are
looking for.

1 District of Parry Sound Social Services Administration Board v. Ontario Public Service Employees Union, Local
324, [2003] 2 S.C.R.
157.
2 Syndicat Northcrest v. Amselem, [2004] 2 S.C.R. 551.
3 [1982] 2 S.C.R. 145
4 [1985] 1 S.C.R. 536
5 Zurich Insurance Company v. Bates and the Ontario Human Rights Commission, [1992] 2 S.C.R. 321
6 section 16, Human Rights, Citizenship, and Multiculturalism Act, S.A., Chapter H14, s.16
7 S.S., c. S-24.1
8 It should be noted that in both Alberta and Saskatchewan, if the decision maker after the investigation decides not to direct the matter to a
hearing, but the higher authority decides that there should be a hearing, then the complainant must either present their own case or pay for their
own lawyer.
9 Ontario has recently adopted a similar system to B.C. but it continues to have a commission. I leave it to the Eastern conference to discuss the
new developments in that province.
10 Footnote 2
11 Footnote 2
12 Footnote 6
13 The British Columbia Government and Service Employees’ Union, v. British Columbia (Public Service Employee Relations Commission),
[1999] 3 S.C.R. 3
14 The Human Rights Code, S.M. c. H175
15 Human Rights Code, R.S.B.C. 1996, c. 210
16 section 27
17 It is once again worth noting that Ontario has recently changed its human rights legislation to make it into a hybrid between BC and the
other provinces. Ontario has not done away with its human rights commission but complainants, who will now be represented by legal aid
lawyers, take their complaints directly to the Tribunal. The Ontario Commission case intervene in important cases but generally it will confine
itself to human rights education and advocacy in ways other than taking forward individual cases.
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CONDOMINIUMS AND HUMAN RIGHTS –
A BRITISH COLUMBIA PERSPECTIVE
Jamie Bleay, LLB, Access Law, Vancouver, BC

INTRODUCTION:
Human Rights legislation, in one form or another, has been in existence in British Columbia for many, many years. One
of the earliest examples of the application of Human Rights legislation to condominiums in British Columbia occurred
in 1994 (453048 British Columbia Ltd. v. Strata Plan KAS 1079, 43 R.P.R. (2d) 293 (B.C.S.C.)). The dispute centered
around a bylaw that prohibited any person under the age of 50 from occupying a strata lot for more than 21 days in any
calendar year. The purpose of the bylaw, according to the strata council, was to “preserve their community as an “adult
only” community as was originally marketed.” The complainant, who was the developer of the condominium development, argued, among other things, that the bylaw contravened section 5 of the (then) Human Rights Act, S.B.C. 1984.
Section 5 stated, in part, that:
“(1)

No person shall
(a) deny to a person or class of persons the right to occupy, as a tenant, space that is represented as being available for occupancy by a tenant …
because of the race, colour, ancestry, place of origin, religion, marital status, family status, physical or mental
disability, sex, sexual orientation or age of that person or class of persons, or of any other person or class of persons.

(2)

Subsection (1) does not apply...
(b) as it relates to family status or age,
(i) if the space is a rental unit in residential premises in which every rental unit is reserved for rental
to a person 55 years of age or older or to 2 or more persons, at least one of whom is 55 years of age or older,
or
(ii) a rental unit in a prescribed class of residential premises.”.

Much to the dismay of the strata corporation, the Judge found that the bylaw, as worded, contravened the Human Rights
Act. He went on to say that if the bylaw had stated “55 years of age” rather than “50 years of age”, it would not have
contravened that legislation.
Two more cases heard before the Supreme Court of British Columbia over the next two years also dealt with “age restriction” bylaws and the application of section 5 of the Human Rights Act.
Fast forward to 2002. Little did the strata council in a residential building known as the Wellington know when it modified its intercom and entry system in June, 2002 that it would end up in front of the British Columbia Human Rights
Tribunal to defend a claim by an owner that the strata corporation had discriminated against her under the Human Rights
Code, R.S.B.C. 1996, c. 210, as amended (the “Code”). The complaint had nothing to do with an “age restriction” bylaw
but with a decision made by the strata council about something as mundane as its intercom and entry system.
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Since 2002, there have been dozens of human rights complaints filed with the B.C. Human Rights Tribunal involving
condominiums, strata councils, owners and managers. Some of these decisions have involved tenancy and age restriction bylaws but many have not. Most if not all of the complaints had, prior to ending up before the Tribunal, been brought
to the attention of the strata corporations through their strata councils and property managers. Many of the complaints
have either been dismissed by the Tribunal or settled by the parties. However, several of the complaints have been successful and are important reminders to strata corporations to take human rights complaints seriously. The key for condominium corporations, strata councils, property managers and lawyers alike is to learn from these decisions and work
together to address and resolve complaints before they end up before the Tribunal.
AN OVERVIEW OF SOME HUMAN RIGHTS TRIBUNAL DECISIONS IN B.C.:
Williams v. Strata Council # 768, (2003), 46, C.H.R.R. D/326, (B.C. Hum.Rts. Trib.)
The strata council in Mrs. Williams’ residential building decided that in order to enhance building security, it would install
a lock-timer so that the door-opening intercom system would be deactivated between 8:00 p.m. and 8:00 a.m. This meant
that residents in the building would have to go to the lobby of the building to let visitors and guests into the building.
While its quite likely that the strata council had nothing but good intentions when it made its decision, it’s highly unlikely that it turned its collective “mind” to the impact its decision would have on Mrs. Williams, an 80 year old resident
with a number of health issues and whether, as a result of its decision, the strata corporation would be found to be in violation of section 8(1) of the Code which states that:
“(1) A person must not, without a bona fide and reasonable justification,
(a) deny to a person or class of persons any accommodation, service or facility customarily available to the
public, or
(b) discriminate against a person or class of persons regarding any accommodation, service or facility customarily available to the public
because of the race, colour, ancestry, place of origin, religion, marital status, family status, physical or mental disability, sex or sexual orientation of that person or class of persons.”
In this case, the Tribunal was faced with having to decide whether the entry and intercom system was an “accommodation, service or facility customarily available to the public”. The Tribunal determined that Mrs. Williams’ complaint
was analogous to a decision of the Alberta Human Rights Panel in Ganser v. Rosewood Estates Condominium Corp.
(No.1), (2002), 42 C.H.R.R. D/264 (Alta. H.R.P.) which had found, based on language in the Alberta Human Rights,
Citizenship and Multiculturalism Act that was similar to section 8(1) of the Code, that there “is a public relationship
between a condominium corporation and condominium owners, in that the corporation provided a variety of services
to those owners …” The Panel in Ganser, supra, also stated that there was public relationship between condominium
corporations and owners that was created when a person purchased a property that “is subject to management of the corporation. The corporation provides services, generally in relation to the upkeep, development and maintenance of the
property, and the resident owners are the recipients or users of those services.” The Tribunal went on to find that the
Wellington provided a “variety of services to the Complaint as one of the owners of the strata property. Owners of a
strata property are a subset of the general public referred to in section 8(a) of the Code. One such service is the provision of an intercom an entry system.” The Tribunal went on to find that Mrs. Williams suffered from a physical disability and found that by “installing and activating a timer on entry intercom system, the Respondent discriminated against
the Complainant in regard to that physical disability in a service customarily available to the public”. The remedy grant-
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ed by the Tribunal required the strata corporation to disconnect the lock timer and return the intercom and entry system
to the way it had been prior to the modification. It also ordered costs of $625.50 and an award of $1,500.00 to compensate her for injury to dignity, feelings and self-respect.
Konieczna v. The Owners, Strata Plan NW 2489, 2003 BCHRT 38.
In this case the Tribunal was faced with a claim that a bylaw that required all floor coverings in the units to be wall to
wall carpeting was discriminatory on the basis of a physical disability. Mrs. Konieczna, who suffered from a severe allergy to latex, as well as having asthma and being extremely sensitive to formaldehyde and mould, was told by the strata council that she could not install hardwood floors in place of the wall to wall carpeting. Before the Tribunal was able
to address the merits of her claim, it had to decide whether it had jurisdiction. The Tribunal considered the meaning of
the word “service” which had been previously considered in Nixon v. Vancouver Rape Relief Society, 2002 BCHRT
1. In that case, the Tribunal stated that “The Code does not define what is meant by “service”. The usual rule of interpretation applies to terms in remedial statutes of general application, such as the Code, is to employ the least restrictive
meaning of the terms in it. The plain meaning of the word service is very broad and, at its most general and least restrictive, “service” means something of benefit provided to one person by another.”
The Tribunal, using an approach similar to the one used by the Panel in Ganser, supra, acknowledged that strata corporations were responsible for managing and maintaining common property and assets for the benefit of the owners pursuant to section 3 of the Act and that a variety of services relating to the “control, management, maintenance, use and
enjoyment of the strata lots, common property and common assets of the strata corporation and for the administration
of the strata corporation” were provided by the strata corporation pursuant to section 119(2) of the Act. The Tribunal
found that these “management services” constituted a “service” for the purpose of the Code and the enforcement of the
flooring bylaw was a “subset” of the service being provided.
The Tribunal then went on to rule on whether the “private contractual relationship” entered into when Ms. Konieczna
purchased her unit fell outside of the realm of a service that was “customarily available to the public.” The Tribunal
agreed with the reasons in Ganser and Williams to the extent that the strata corporation provided many services to the
owners regarding the upkeep and maintenance of the property purchased by owners and the owners are the “public” customarily provided these services. The Tribunal did not agree that the fact that the dispute before it dealt with flooring
inside the owner’s unit and not over common property changed the fact that a “service” was being provided as part of
the public relationship created when Ms. Konieczna purchased her strata lot.
3.

Kayne v. The Owners, Strata Plan LMS 2374 et al, 2004 BCHRT, 62

In this case, Mr. Kayne, who had filed a complaint against the strata corporation alleging that he had been discriminated against in connection with “an accommodation, service or facility customarily available to the public” because of his
physical and mental disability, applied to the Tribunal to add, as respondents, all of the members of the strata council
for the strata corporation. Mr. Kayne, who had experienced some health problems in 2003, had been issued a disabled
parking decal by the Provincial authority. While two parking stalls had come with the unit purchased by Mr. Kayne,
he argued that he needed the use of the disabled parking space because he found it difficult to maneuver and park his
large van in one of the assigned parking spaces. The strata council declined to approve his request to use the disabled
parking space. Mr. Kayne argued, in support of his application to add the strata council members as respondent, that
the strata council members had somehow conspired with the property manager, to deny him the use of a handicapped
parking space and to bar him from attending strata council meetings at which the strata council and the manager were
making the decisions complained of.
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In deciding to grant Mr. Kayne’s application, the Tribunal considered and adopted the following two-part test to be used
when deciding whether to add parties to a complaint:
(1) Whether, on the face of the record, there is some reliable evidence on which the Tribunal could make a finding of liability against the party; and
(2) Whether to party would suffer any real or substantial prejudice, as a result of the delay in being added as a
party, that is not capable of being cured.
The Tribunal member was, based on the submissions made by Mr. Kayne, satisfied that as the proposed respondents were
members of the strata council and that it was the strata council who had met to consider Mr. Kayne’s application to use
the disabled parking space, there was sufficient reliable evidence on which a finding of liability could be made against
the strata council members. The Tribunal member did not find that any real or substantial prejudice would be suffered
if the strata council members were added as respondents and stated that any prejudice that might arise as a result of the
pending hearing date could be dealt with by way of an adjournment application.
One of the questions considered by the Tribunal member was whether “individual respondents be added to the complaint
if the Owners have sufficient assets to satisfy any damaged awarded? The strata corporation argued that it had sufficient assets to satisfy any judgment and further, adding strata council members as personal respondents in light of section 22(1) of the Strata Property Act, which states:
“A council member who acts honestly and in good faith is not personally liable because of anything done or
omitted in the exercise of any power or the performance of any intended performance of any duty of the council.”
would “subvert the clear intent of the legislature regarding liability of strata council members.”
The Tribunal member stated that the “purposes of the Code would be better achieved if they were added as parties to
the complaint”, that “if individuals were able to hide behind the corporate veil, the purposes of the Code could be thwarted” and in her view “the potential of personal liability is an important factor to ensure compliance with the Code.
Note: A subsequent Tribunal decision in another matter stated that strata corporations are not shielded from claims
under the Code because they are subject to the Strata Property Act and stated that under the Code, a person “can include
individuals of a strata corporation or those who act on behalf of the strata corporation, if the acts of those individuals
would constitute discrimination.”
4.

Milind S. Vamburkar-Dixit v. Monika Brown, Susan Thiessen and Bill Armstrong, 2004, BCHRT, 161.

The complainant had filed a complaint under the Code alleging that the three respondents had discriminated against him
with respect to the provision of services on the basis of his family status. The complainant and his spouse had a young
child and lived in one bedroom unit in a condominium complex. The strata corporation had a bylaw that limited the number of occupants who could reside in a one bedroom unit to two. The strata council would not support an application
by the complainant to alter the unit to add a second bedroom. Two of the three respondents were strata council members while the third respondent, Mr. Armstrong, was described as the strata council’s “appointee” in connection with the
dispute between the complainant and the strata council.
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The respondents applied to the Tribunal to have the complaint dismissed against them. They took the position that they
were not being discriminatory toward the complainant and argued that the “real issue was the complaint and his spouse’s
failure to abide by the Strata Corporation’s bylaws limiting the number of occupants that may reside in a one bedroom
unit.” They went on to argue that their decision did not contravene the Code given that they were merely doing what
was required of them by the strata corporation (and the Strata Property Act) which was to enforce the bylaws of the strata corporation.
The Tribunal member did not accept the respondent’s submissions stating that “assuming that all of the acts complained
of were done pursuant to the mandate of the Owners, Strata Plan NW 416 to enforce their by-law, it would not mean
that no complaint could lie against the individual respondents. Section 121 of the Strata Property Act provides that a
by-law is not enforceable to the extent that it contravenes the Human Rights Code. Therefore, if the by-law in question
itself contravenes the Code, the respondents could not validly enforce it and may be liable for discriminating against
the complainant.”
5.

Thomas Damon and Rita Damon v. Vancouver Condominium Services Ltd., Peter Chan, and Strata Council NW
324, 2004 BCHRT 255

Mr. & Mrs. Damon were resident caretakers employed by the strata corporation. Vancouver Condominium Services Ltd.
provided property management services to the strata corporation. According to their employment agreement, the
Damon’s were to take all directions from the property manager assigned to the building, being Mr. Peter Chan.
On February 27, 2004, the Damon’s received a letter signed by Mr. Chan which stated that their employment had been
terminated effective February 29th. No reasons were given in the letter for the termination. According to the evidence
given by Mr. Damon, when he asked a strata council member about the reason for the termination, he was advised that
it was because he had a criminal record. Mr. Damon filed a complaint with the Tribunal alleging that he was discriminated against on the basis of a criminal conviction unrelated to his employment while Mrs. Damon alleged that she was
terminated because she was Mr. Damon’s wife.
A preliminary application was filed on behalf of the property manager and Mr. Chan to dismiss the complaint against
them. They argued that they were not the Damon’s employer, they were the messengers of the strata corporation and
that it was the strata corporation who terminated the employment.
The Tribunal member, after hearing evidence from the Damon’s who stated that they took directions from Mr. Chan and
that the termination letter, which was sent by the property manager, had been signed by Mr. Chan, found that there was
“at least apparent involvement of the respondents in terminating the Damons’ employment” and as such, declined to dismiss the complaint against the property manager or against Mr. Chan.
6.

Jim Kennedy and Lindsay Beaudoin v. Strata Corporation KAS 1310, Richard Bennett and Donald Borrowes,
2005 BCHRT 87

Mr. Kennedy and Mr. Beaudoin had filed a complaint against the strata corporation and others alleging discrimination
against them regarding their tenancy on the basis of their sexual orientation. Mr. Borrowes was the building manager
and Mr. Bennett was the president of the strata council. The strata corporation and Mr. Bennett applied, among other
things, to have the complaint dismissed as against them.
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Mr. Kennedy and Mr. Beaudoin, a same sex couple who were tenants in a unit in the strata corporation, alleged that they
had been subjected to harassment and discrimination because of their sexual orientation, by Mr. Borrowes. They alleged
that when they went to Mr. Bennett to complain, little or nothing was done to address their complaints. They were ultimately evicted from the rental unit by the strata council as it was alleged they had repeatedly unreasonably disturbed
the downstairs tenants.
The strata corporation and Mr. Bennett argued that the complaint was not within the jurisdiction of the Tribunal. It was
argued that as Mr. Bennett was not a member of the strata council at the time of the alleged incident involving Mr.
Borrowes, the complaint ought to be dismissed. The strata corporation argued that it was not legally liable for the conduct of Mr. Borrowes because he was, they alleged, an independent contractor and not an employee of the strata corporation.
With respect to the jurisdiction vis-à-vis the strata corporation, the Tribunal member found that the reference to a “person” in section 10 of the Code which states:
“(1) A person must not
(a) deny to a person or class of persons the right to occupy, as a tenant, space that is represented as being
available for occupancy by a tenant, or
(b) discriminate against a person or class of persons regarding a term or condition of the tenancy of the space,
because of the race, colour, ancestry, place of origin, religion, marital status, family status, physical or mental disability, sex, sexual orientation, age or lawful source of income of that person or class of persons, or of any other
person or class of persons.”
did not, in the context of the tenancy, have to be the landlord. The Tribunal member stated that “any person who discriminates against another person regarding that person’s tenancy because of their sexual orientation will have contravened the Code.” Allegations involving the interference with the enjoyment of the rental premises and the failure of
the strata council and Mr. Bennett to deal with the complaint fell within the scope of section 10 of the Code.
On the issue of Mr. Borrowes employment status, the Tribunal member, while not obliged for the purpose of the application to dismiss to make a finding on the issue, stated that “the Tribunal has consistently held that who may be considered an employer for the purposes of the Code is often broader than what is, in other contexts, an employment relationship … Further, the Strata Corporation and Mr. Borrowes may both be liable for his behavior, even if he is found
to be an independent contractor.”
7.

Kenneth Ryan and Suzanne Ryan v. The Owners, Strata Plan VIS 3537, 2005, BCHRT 559

The Ryan’s purchased a unit in a residential condominium corporation. One of the bylaws of the strata corporation
restricted occupants to those over 55 years of age. At the time they purchased their unit, the Ryan’s had a 16 year old
daughter. They had been led to believe that the age limitation would be removed from the bylaws. Upon moving into
their unit, the strata corporation’s property manager began enforcing the bylaw and imposed fines on the Ryan’s for contravention of the bylaw. The Ryan’s filed a complaint against the strata corporation claiming that they had been discriminated in regard to accommodation, service and facility on the basis of family status and that the actions of the strata corporation were contrary to section 8 of the Code. They claimed that it was discriminatory for the strata corporation to
deny them accommodation because of the fact they had a child living with them.
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On a preliminary application by the strata corporation to dismiss the complaint, the strata corporation referred to the
Marshall decision, supra, in support of the argument that their over 55 years of age restriction bylaw was not contrary
to the Code. The strata corporation claimed that they were entitled to enforce the bylaw, that they had not given any
assurances that the bylaw would be set aside and lastly, that occupants in the building who were under 55 years of age
were “grandfathered” pursuant to section 123(2) of the Strata Property Act.
In dismissing the complaint, the Tribunal member cited the Marshall decision and found that the age restriction bylaw
did not contravene the Code. The Tribunal member then considered whether a different decision would have been
reached because the complaint was based on the grounds of family status. The Tribunal member found that the allegations, as they related to family status, did not contravene the Code because the strata corporation had asked the Ryan’s
daughter to leave because of her age, not because family status. The Tribunal member went on to state “As the Court
said in Marshall, the legislature intended to permit the creation of retirement communities by means of age restrictions
and this is why s. 9 and s. 10 allow for age discrimination in the ownership and tenancy of residential premises.”

8.

Kwong T. Cheung v. David Murphy and Ron Jeffrey and Strata LMS 119, 2006 BCHRT, 390

Mr. Cheung was the owner of a unit in a residential condominium complex. Mr. Murphy was the president of the strata council and Mr. Jeffrey was a strata council member. Shortly after Mr. Cheung moved into his unit he installed sheets
of white Styrofoam in the windows in his unit. The strata corporation had a window covering bylaw.
Several years after Mr. Cheung moved into his unit he received a letter from the strata corporation’s property manager asking that he remove the Styrofoam sheets as they did not comply with the strata corporation’s bylaw. When the
first letter was ignored by Mr. Cheung, a second letter was sent. When that letter was ignored, the strata council met
to consider the matter and made a decision to impose fines on Mr. Cheung for contravention of the window covering
bylaw. Mr. Cheung subsequently removed the Styrofoam sheets and the fines were rescinded. On or about the same
time, Mr. Cheung filed his complaint with the Tribunal alleging that the respondents had discriminated against him on
the basis of race being that Mr. Cheung was Chinese. Mr. Cheung alleged, in his complaint, that the strata council had
treated white residents differently when it came to the window covering bylaw.
In dismissing Mr. Cheung’s complaint, the Tribunal member found that Mr. Cheung had not established a prima facie
case of discrimination as he had not shown that the strata corporation had treated him differently with respect to a service or facility customarily available to the public or that he was denied a service or facility and that his race was a factor in this treatment. The Tribunal member found that there was nothing inherently discriminatory in the window covering bylaw and that he had not been treated any differently than other occupants in the building who, like Mr. Cheung,
had been asked to comply with the bylaw.
ADDRESSING COMPLAINTS AT THE COUNCIL LEVEL:
Perhaps, like many of the strata councils who tend to seek advice after an owner or
resident has filed a complaint with the Tribunal alleging that a decision or action by the strata council is discriminatory, the strata council in the Williams case may have thought that the Code did not apply to condominium corporations.
Perhaps the strata council, which has the statutory authority afforded by the Strata Property Act, S.B.C. 1998, c. 43, as
amended (the “Act”) to exercise the powers and perform the duties of a strata corporation, felt that the “law” was on
its side and that it could, with impunity, make a decision that was aimed at enhancing building security.
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Seeking advice after a complaint has been filed with the Tribunal is a lot like closing the barn door after the horse has
gotten out. While it may not always be possible to seek (legal/management) advice before a complaint is filed, a brief
review of the facts in many of the above-noted decisions suggests that opportunities existed before complaints were filed
to seek advice. Advice will hopefully lead to the establishment of practices, procedures and steps to be taken to
respond to and manage/resolve complaints before they reach the Tribunal.
Helpful hints:
1.

Education: Be aware of past Tribunal decisions involving strata corporations, recognize and accept that strata corporations are not immune from the application of the Code (or the applicable Human Rights legislation);

2.

Check your bylaws and rules: Do they (like the bylaw in the Strata Plan KAS 1079 case) blatantly contravene
the Code (or the applicable Human Rights legislation)? If so, get advice on how to correct the bylaw(s) in question;

3.

Think before acting: If the strata council in the Williams case had fully thought through the impact their decision would have on someone in Mrs. Williams’ situation and sought feedback from its ownership before making its decision, it would likely have avoided ending up in a 2 day hearing before the Tribunal;
Know your constituents: Mrs. Williams was 80 years old and had considerable health/mobility problems. Ms.
Konieczna suffered from an extreme allergy to latex which is commonly found in wall to wall carpeting. Mr.
Kayne was disabled. Mr. Kennedy and Mr. Beaudoin were a same-sex couple. Strata councils and managers
alike need to be cognizant of the myriad of health problems, family status and living arrangements in their buildings;

4.

5.

Take complaints seriously: Discounting a complaint regarding a discriminatory decision or action can lead to
a hearing before the Tribunal. Strata councils and managers should take complaints seriously and be willing
to work with the owner to try to accommodate the owner even if it means permitting a “breach” of a bylaw;

6.

Seek legal advice: Strata council members are volunteers. They are not expected to know if a claim regarding
discrimination is valid or if the claim is being used as a tool to avoid complying with a bylaw. Where there has
been a complaint regarding a discriminatory action or decision, seek legal advice before making a decision
regarding the complaint;

7.

Dispute resolution bylaw: Sometimes strata councils and managers are too “close” to the situation and rather
than being the decision-maker, need to look at alternatives to dispute resolution. Section 29 of the Schedule of
Standard Bylaws of the Strata Property Act states:
“(1) A dispute among owners, tenants, the strata corporation or any combination of them may be referred to
a dispute resolution committee by a party to the dispute if
(a) all the parties to the dispute consent, and
(b) the dispute involves the Act, the regulations, the bylaws or the rules.
(2) A dispute resolution committee consists of
(a) one owner or tenant of the strata corporation nominated by each of the disputing parties and one owner
or tenant chosen to chair the committee by the persons nominated by the disputing parties, or
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(b) any number of persons consented to, or chosen by a method that is consented to, by all the disputing parties.
(3) The dispute resolution committee must attempt to help the disputing parties to voluntarily end the dispute.”
Implementing such a process may encourage a resolution to a complaint before it ends up in front of a tribunal;
8.

Indemnification bylaw and/or indemnity clause: In the Kayne, Vamburkart-Dixit, Damon and Kennedy cases,
individual strata council members, property managers and property management companies were either named
as respondents or applications to add them as respondents were before the Tribunal. Having a bylaw that indemnifies council members from personal liability would be useful in such circumstances. In addition, property managers and property management companies should ensure that the strata corporation indemnifies them for costs,
damages, etc. should they be drawn into a Human Rights matter;

9.

Sensitivity training: Employees, strata council members and property managers can benefit from sensitivity
training and perhaps, as a result of the training, situations like the Kennedy case could be avoided;

10.

Paper the file: In many strata corporations, bylaws are in place that require all complaints, concerns, etc. directed to the strata corporation are to be in writing. If it’s in writing, it’s on the record. Likewise, all responses ought
to be in writing to avoid the problems associated with failing memories and recollection concerns;

These are just some examples of what strata councils, strata corporations and property managers can do in order to try
to address and hopefully resolve claims of discrimination before they end up before the Tribunal. Invariably, there will
be disputes that will end up before the Tribunal. The following is a checklist of what to do if it becomes necessary to
respond to a claim:
1.

Get legal advice: While it will not always be necessary to retain legal counsel when a complaint has been filed
with the Tribunal, each of the parties names as respondents in the complaint should attempt to obtain legal advice
to know and understand the case against them. The legal advice may be to defend, to negotiate or to apply to
have the claim dismissed;

2.

Meet filing/reply deadlines: Failure to meet statutorily mandated deadlines may be fatal to one’s ability to defend
against a claim;

3.

Document compilation: Gather up all documents, correspondence, records, etc. that are relevant to the claim
so that they can be produced before the Tribunal;

4.

Negotiated settlement: In many instances it is better to negotiate a settlement than to have to live with the decision of the Tribunal. Section 27.6 of the Code states:
“A member or a person appointed, engaged or retained under section 33 may assist the parties to a complaint, through mediation or any other dispute resolution process, to achieve a settlement.”
Take advantage of such an opportunity (whether it exists in the legislation or agreed to by the parties) to try to
resolve the complaint and avoid the time and expense of a hearing before the Tribunal and the prospect of being
faced with a damage award as was the case in Williams and Konieczna.
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WHAT LIES AHEAD:
The recent decision of the British Columbia Court of Appeal in Marine Drive Golf Club v. Buntain et al (2007 BCCA
17) may give the Tribunal cause to re-visit the issue of jurisdiction to deal with complaints involving strata corporations. This case was an appeal of an order of the Supreme Court holding that the British Columbia Human Rights
Tribunal did not have jurisdiction to hear and decide a complaint by female members of Marine Drive Golf Club that
the club had discriminated against them on the basis of their sex and contrary to the Human Rights Code with respect
to access to the Men’s Lounge.
In dismissing the appeal, the Court acknowledged that the men’s lounge is a “service or facility” but noted that the issue
was whether such service or facility, based on a correct interpretation of section 8 of the Code, is “customarily available to the public.” You will recall that in the Williams and Konieczna cases, jurisdiction was established, in part, on
the basis that the strata corporations provided “services” to condominium owners who were a subset of the general public.
In looking at the above-noted issue, the Court of Appeal had to determine whether the Code applied to the initial stage
of admission to membership via a selection process in a private institution. In addition, there needed to be an examination (if the Code was found to apply) whether the persons using the organization were the “public” for the purpose
of section 8 of the Code.
The Court of Appeal found that the golf club was a “private” club with a formalized selection process in place under
which members are selected. Individuals joined the club knowing that the club considered it to be “private” and they
joined knowing the rules and restrictions regarding use and access to certain parts of the club. The “service or facility”
were not available to the female members and were not “customarily available to the public” within the meaning of section 8 of the Code.
Are strata corporations no less “private” than a private golf club? Owners and occupants “join” a strata corporation when
they purchase/rent and understand and acknowledge that there are certain bylaws and rules regarding use and enjoyment
of their home. They are not the “public” just like the female members were not the “public”. Time will tell whether
the Tribunal will continue to enjoy jurisdiction over strata corporations in British Columbia (and elsewhere).
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CONDOMINIUMS AND HUMAN RIGHTS
- AN ALBERTA PERSPECTIVE
Victoria A. Archer
Gledhill Larocque, Barristers & Solicitors, Edmonton, AB

HUMAN RIGHTS LEGISLATION IN ALBERTA

The Alberta counterpart to the B.C. Human Rights Code is the Human Rights, Citizenship

and Multiculturalism Act , R.S.A 2000, Chapter H-14 (the “Act ”). As with human rights
legislation in other jurisdictions, the Act is pre-eminent and is to be given a broad and
liberal meaning. The intent of the legislation as set out in the preamble of the Act is to:

“recognize in Alberta as a fundamental principle and as a matter of public
policy that all persons are equal in: dignity, rights and responsibilities
without regard to race, religious beliefs, colour, gender, physical
disability, mental disability, age, ancestry, place of origin, marital status,
source of income or family status;”

To give effect to this goal, the Act prohibits discrimination in 4 general areas and on 13
basic grounds as follows:
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The Supreme Court of Canada, in British Columbia (Superintendent of Motor Vehicles) v.

British Columbia (Council of Human Rights) [1999] 3S.C.R. 868 (commonly referred to
as the Grismer case), found that to give effect to the protection of human dignity and
rights found in human rights legislation, not only was it necessary to prohibit the
commission of discriminatory acts, but it was also necessary to make changes to rules,
standards and practices, policies and physical environments to make accommodations for
the needs of those with disabilities. This has become known as the “Duty to
Accommodate”.
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The duty to accommodate is far reaching and extends to the point of causing “undue
hardship” to those persons required to take the accommodation measures. The duty has
now been extended beyond the original scope of the Grismer case (accommodating those
with physical disabilities), to include making changes to rules, standards, policies,
workplace cultures and physical environments to ensure that they don’t have a negative
effect on any person because of the person’s religion, gender, age, marital or family
status (or any other protected ground) in any of the 4 general protected areas.

Undue hardship appears to be a flexible concept, and depends on the context and
accommodation measures required or requested. Factors that are considered in assessing
whether or not the accommodation would cause undue hardship include, but are not
limited to:
1.

Financial costs of implementing the accommodation measures;

2.

Resources and availability of resources of the service provider;

3.

Substantial interference with the rights of other individuals.

CONDOMINIUM CORPORATIONS IN ALBERTA

Section 1 of the Act states:

1(1)

Unless it is expressly declared by an Act of the Legislature that it
operates notwithstanding this Act, every law of Alberta is
inoperative to the extent that it authorizes or requires the doing of
anything prohibited by this Act.

(2)

In this Act, “law of Alberta” means an Act of the Legislature of
Alberta enacted before or after the commencement of this Act, any
order, rule or regulation made under an Act of the Legislature of
Alberta, and any law in force in Alberta on January 1, 1973 that is
subject to be repealed, abolished or altered by the Legislature of
Alberta.
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The obvious question to be answered is, “Does the Act apply to Condominium
Corporations?”

The question was first dealt with in the 1999 Alberta Court of Queen’s Bench decision,

The Owners: Condominium Plan No. 931 0520 v. Smith, 1999 ABQB 119 (Park Haven
Villas).

In Park Haven Villas, the Corporation’s By-laws restricted occupancy of the units to
persons over 45 years of age. Although the subject unit owners, Mr. and Mrs. Smith,
were both over 45, their adult disabled son, who lived with them, was not. The
Corporation initiated Court action to enforce the By-laws and require the son to vacate
the unit. The Smiths defended the action, in part on the grounds that the By-law was in
contravention of human rights legislation because it discriminated against the son based
on his age.

In his Reasons for Judgment, Mr. Justice G. C. Hawco stated:

[5]
Even though the By-laws do make a distinction against people
under the age of forty-five years (and do therefore “discriminate”), the
Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms (“the Charter”) is not
applicable. It was not “intended to cover activities by non-governmental
entities created by government for legally facilitating private individuals
to do thing of their own choosing without engaging governmental
responsibility. ... The Respondent argued that the Board of Managers of
the corporation was sufficiently influenced and controlled by the
Lieutenant Governor and Municipal Affairs to qualify as a branch or arm
of government. In my respectful view, the corporation’s by-laws are a
contract among the owners specifying a manner in which they wish to
coexist. They are entitled to make such a contract, particularly when made
in good faith for a reasonable purpose, which was to protect what they
undoubtedly believe is their enjoyment of their property and their quality
of life. ...
[6]
I am also of the view that the Human Rights, Citizenship and
Multiculturalism Act ,... does not apply. That portion of the Human Rights
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Act which the Respondents sought to invoke is Section 3(b) [now section
4(b)] which says:
3

No personal shall
(b)

discriminate against any person or class of persons
with respect to any goods, services, accommodation
or facilities that are customarily available to the
public, (my emphasis)

because of the race, religious beliefs, colour, gender,
physical disability, mental disability, ancestry, place of
origin, marital status, source of income or family status of
that person or class of persons or of any other person or
class of persons.
[7]

I am satisfied that this section, insofar as it prohibits discrimination
with respect to“accommodation,” is not applicable in this case.
Rather, it is applicable - as found in Gay Alliance v. Vancouver
Sun (1979), 97 D.L.R. (3rd) 577 (S.C.C.) at 590, to such matters as
accommodation in hotels, inns and motels. Even if
“accommodation“ can be read as including a condominium
building or complex, it seems to me that Section 11.1 of the
Human Rights Act covers this situation. As stated by Allen
Co.Ct.J, in Borsodi:
Further the declaration is in the nature of a private
agreement among all of the owners of units in the
condominium, including the defendants, for the joint and
several benefit. The owners...are entitled to the protection
of their contractual and property rights. If those rights are
not protected they perceive, with cause, that their
enjoyment of their property and thus their quality of life
will be adversely affected.

[8]

This also appears to underlie the decision of Chief Justice Moore
of this Court in Condominium Plan No. 8810455 v. Spectral
Capital Corp. (1990), 14 R.P.R. (2nd) 305 at 312,where he stated:
In recent years condominium housing has been utilized to
deliver specialized type of housing to seniors, handicapped
and other members of society. The critical feature of all
developments is a common interest and an agreement to
bind themselves to by-laws acceptable to all.
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In 2001, a Respondent Condominium Corporation challenged the “ jurisdiction of the
Human Rights Commission with respect to the activities of condominium corporations”.
The Panel agreed that the Condominium Corporation was a private corporation and that
generally private contracts and private property rights are outside the jurisdiction of the
Commission. However, based on the wording of the applicable section of the Act , which
prohibits any person from denying to any person or class of persons “any goods,

services, accommodation or facilities that are customarily available to the public”, the
Panel determined that if there was anything in the relationship between Condominium
Corporation and Owner which would colour the relationship between Condominium
Corporation and Owner as “public” the actions of the Corporation would fall under the
scrutiny of the Human Rights Commission.

The Commission, relying on a 1987 British Columbia case, University of British

Columbia v. Berg, (1987) 18 C.H.R.R. D/310, determined that “public” was a flexible
term and that in the case of a Condominium Corporation, “public” means the persons to
whom the Corporation customarily provides services - the Owners and presumably the
tenants in the development. It found that the Act applied to Condominium Corporations
and that the Commission had jurisdiction to deal with human rights complaints involving
Condominium Corporations and Owners.

ALBERTA HUMAN RIGHTS PANEL DECISION(S)

I have had the opportunity to review the paper prepared by my colleague, Jamie Bleay,
for this Symposium. For whatever reasons, and at least for the present, the Human Rights
Commission in Alberta is called upon to deal with complaints regarding discriminatory
actions and practices of Condominium Corporations in this province, much less
frequently than seems to be the case for the Human Rights Tribunal in British Columbia.
A review of the Human Rights Panel decisions for the Province of Alberta, yielded only
one case specifically dealing with condominium, that being, Ganser v. Rosewood Estates
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Condominium Corporation (2002), 42 C.H.R.R D/264 (Alta. H.R.P.). Rosewood Estates
was a small apartment style condominium with a shortage of parking stalls. In order to
improve the parking situation for resident Owners, by an 83% majority, the Corporation
voted to change its By-laws to restrict the assignment of parking stalls to Owners who
had a driver’s license and needed the stall to park their own private vehicles that were
used on a day to day basis.

The Complainant, Mrs. Ganser , a unit Owner, was an 87 year lady who was blind and
had multiple other serious medical problems. Mrs. Ganser relied upon the assistance of
her granddaughter and a number of friends for transportation, home-keeping chores and
personal care. She neither owned or operated a vehicle, but she did have a parking space
which was used by her granddaughter and friends when they came to give her assistance.

When the parking By-law was amended, Mrs. Ganser was advised that she would no
longer have the use of the parking stall because she did not fit the eligibility requirements
- she did not have a driver’s license or a car. Her parking stall was reassigned to another
Owner who required a stall. She went to the President of the Board and asked if ,
because of her special needs, she could continue to have a stall assigned to her. She was
told, no.

The case reports that the President did suggest several options to Mrs. Ganser, including:
1.

Selling her Unit and buying in another complex with more parking;

2.

Having her care-givers park their cars on the street, in the back alley or in the
loading zone.

None of the options were acceptable to Mrs. Ganser. Mrs. Ganser then brought the issue
to the Human Rights Commission.

The Panel was not persuaded by the Corporation’s arguments that accommodating the
needs of Mrs. Ganser would cause it undue hardship. The Panel was particularly noted
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the Property Manager’s statement concerning Mrs. Ganser, given in evidence, “I don’t
believe that she is disabled.”

After hearing the evidence, the Panel found that the Condominium Corporation had a
duty to accommodate the needs of Mrs. Ganser which it failed to meet by merely offering
the options it did. It stated, “The concept of accommodation usually involves a notion
that the Respondent must expend some effort, incur a cost, take an action or give
something.... The law requires not just that the complainant be accommodated, but t hat
the Respondent has accommodated to the point of undue hardship. This imports an
elements of near impossibility to do more.”

The Panel ordered the Corporation to provide Mrs. Ganser with her old parking stall or a
reasonable alternative and awarded Mrs. Ganser $5,000.00 in general damages for “pain
and suffering”.

The Ganser case stands as a true example of what a Condominium Corporation should
not do when dealing with a human rights issue.
DEALING WITH
POSTGANSER
GANSER
DEALING
WITH HUMAN
HUMANRIGHTS
RIGHTS-–POST

Reviewing the Ganser situation from the perspective of an outsider with hindsight, it is
easy to ask about the Corporation, the Board and the Property Manager, “What were they
thinking?” I venture to say that from an insiders perspective, trying to resolve the
parking issues faced by the Corporation, the human rights elements may not have been
quite so obvious.
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So, what are the lessons that can be learned from Ganser?

1.

Condominium Corporations, their Boards and their Property Managers need to be
proactive. In the human interaction and the human rights areas, this means not
only developing an awareness of the requirements of human rights legislation, but
also developing policies and practices to ensure that consideration is given to
human rights implications before decisions are implemented;

2.

Condominium Corporations, their Boards and their Property Managers need to
develop policies and practices to assist them in dealing with requests for
accommodation and with human rights complaints when they arise. For example:

a.

Requests for accommodation and complaints should all be submitted to
the Board in written form, possibly on a prescribed form, and should all
receive a written response from the Board within a reasonable time;

b.

Respect the dignity and privacy of the person requesting accommodation:
i.

Be willing to meet with the person and engage in meaningful
discussions regarding possible options and solutions;

ii.

Be flexible in discussing and creative in developing options;

iii.

Be willing to consult professionals to obtain advice;

iv.

Be willing to follow-up with the individuals involved to ensure that
any measures taken meet the needs of the person who requires
accommodations.

3.

Condominium Corporations, their Boards and Property Managers must be willing
and prepared to take meaningful measures to accommodate and/or deal with
complaints and must be willing to re-assess their decisions taken and measures
they have implemented to deal with the issues.
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A FEW SITUATIONS TO THINK ABOUT

1.

The Board needs to hold its Annual General Meeting within the next 3 months to
comply with the Condominium Property Act. It is having difficulty finding an
appropriate venue and finding a date that suits all the Board members’ schedules.
The Treasurer, Tim, works out of town from Monday morning until Thursday
evening.
a.

Fred, the President suggests that the AGM should be held on a Sunday
evening, because he thinks that most people are home at that time.

b.

Mary, the Secretary and a devout Baptist, objects because Sunday is her
day of worship, not the day she want to go to Condo meetings. She
suggests that the meeting should be held on a Friday evening.

c.

Sam objects to a Friday evening meeting. That’s the time he usually goes
to mosque.

What do you think the Board should consider, and what should it do?

2.

Tom has almost completely lost the use of his legs and now uses a wheel chair
almost all the time. He can occasionally get about with his leg braces. He
purchases a unit and moves into an older high-rise apartment style condominium.

Tom calls the Property Manger and says that he needs the Corporation to refit the
front entrance and all the elevators so that the building is handicapped accessible.

What should the Corporation do?

3.

The Condominium Building is located downtown. All parking is located in the
parkade underneath the building. When the Condominium Plan for the building
was registered, all parking stalls were designated as Units. Several of the Parking
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Units were of the required size and location to be designated as handicapped
stalls, but the developer also sold these stalls to original purchasers.

Janice purchases an unit and moves into the building. She has mobility issues and
does have a handicapped label on her van. Janice sends a letter to the board
asking for a re-assignment of her parking stall because the stall she has is too far
from the entrance and is not wide enough.

What should the Board do?
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SYMPOSIUM EVALUATION FORM
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❍ Lawyer
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Usefulness and value of material . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Excellent
❍5
❍5
❍5
❍5
❍5

❍4
❍4
❍4
❍4
❍4

❍3
❍3
❍3
❍3
❍3

❍2
❍2
❍2
❍2
❍2

Poor
❍1
❍1
❍1
❍1
❍1

SYMPOSIUM IN GENERAL:
Overall evaluation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Format . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Value of event, in addition to that of materials . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

❍5
❍5
❍5

❍4
❍4
❍4

❍3
❍3
❍3

❍2
❍2
❍2

❍1
❍1
❍1

3:

4:

SPECIFIC COMMENTS:
❍ Yes

❍ No

a)

Was there sufficient time for questions?

b)

Was there sufficient opportunity for discussion?

c)

Were there other issues which you would have wished covered?

d)

Do you have specific comments on the format?

e)

Was the location for the symposium satisfactory?

❍ Yes

❍ No

❍ Yes

❍ No

If not, what other location would you prefer?

5:

f)

What was most valuable about this symposium?

g)

Was the conference fairly priced?

h)

Suggestions or other comments:

❍ Yes

❍ No

Are you interested in finding out more about the Canadian Condominium Institute?
❍ Yes

Name:

Thank You!
Please hand in at Registration Desk or Fax to: (416) 491-1670
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Continuing Education
Certificate of Attendance
This certifies that

Was in attendance for the full day symposium
Karen Busby, LL.B, LLM
What are the Human Rights Issues in Comdominiums - Are we Prepared?
Mickey Woodard, QC
Human Rights Commissions: The Statutory Process
Paul D. Grucza, CMCA, AMS, PCAM
Human Rights and Community Associations in the USA - Are We Keeping Pace?
Anne M. Wallace, Q.C., C.Arb, C.Med
Lessons Learned from the Workplace: Accommodation, Costs, Changes to Processes
- What Can Condominiums Expect?
Victoria Archer, LLB and Jamie Bleay, LLB
What are we Doing Now and How Well? – Proactive steps taken by condominiums,
how to prepare for and respond to a human rights challenge, tips to promote best practices

5.5 Hours

Don Peter
2007 Symposium Chair

National Office – ORDER FORM
Name:
Company Name:
Address:

Phone: (

)

Fax: (

)

Email:

A Symposium: Human Rights Are Everyone’s Responsibility
Price
Human Rights Are Everyone’s
Responsibility – May 25, 2007
Symposium Binder/Speaker Notes

Quantity

AMOUNT DUE

$15.00

METHOD OF PAYMENT
Cheque enclosed ❍
Charge to ❍

❍

❍

Card #

Expiry Date

Cardholder’s Name
Signature

(please print)

Date

Canadian Condominium Institute - National Office
2175 Sheppard Ave. East, Suite 310, Toronto, ON M2J 1W8
Tel: (416) 491-6216 Fax: (416) 491-1670 Email: cci.national@taylorenterprises.com

/

Canadian Condominium Institute 2007 Symposia Program
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Thank you to our Sponsors
GOLD
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